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Übersicht

Der Erfolg von QNX Neutrino RTOS ist, dass es in den eingebetteten Systemen für den
medizinischen

Markt

Sicherheitsmerkmale,

häufig
deshalb

verwendet
wird

die

wird,
Nutzung

aufgrund
von

der

QNX

Zertifizierungen

Neutrino

RTOS

in

und
die

Angiographiesystemen sinnvoll. Trotzdem Linux RTOS wird kostenlos angeboten und wird gut
dokumentiert und unterstützt in der Softwareentwickler-Gemeinschaft. In dieser Arbeit wird die
QNX RTOS Alternative zu dem Linux RTOS getestet und wir untersuchen die Unterschiede der
Gesamtkosten, Programmsicherheit, Zuverlässigkeit und Informationssicherheit. Die präsentierte
Implementierung von QNX RTOS wurde vor Ort auf die Siemensgeräte CCOM und FCPU geprüft
und evaluiert. Wir haben eine zeitliche Verkürzung durch QNX RTOS bemerkt, dass einen frühren
Markteintritt des Produktes produziert und erzeugt größere Einnahmen im Gegensatz zur
Benutzung von dem kostenlosen Linux RTOS. Darüberhinaus QNX ist stabiler, sicherer und
zuverlässiger

somit

wird

der

Entwicklungsprozess

abhängig

von

der

medizinische

Gerätezertfizierung verkürzt. Aufgrund der vorgestellten Eigenschaften und Vorteilen, das QNX
RTOS wird für alle CCOMs und FCPUs Geräte in den neuen Siemens Systemen benutzt.

Abstract

The great success of QNX Neutrino RTOS in the embedded systems for the medical market,
due to its certifications and safety characteristics, makes it desirable for Angyography systems.
However, Linux RTOS is offered for free and is well documented and supported in the software
development community. In this work, we propose the QNX RTOS alternative to the Linux
RTOS, and we will examine the differences in the total ownership cost, security, reliability and
safety. The presented implementation of QNX RTOS was field tested and evaluated on
Siemens’ devices- CCOM and FCPU. We notice a reduction in the time to market for the final
product, resulting in a bigger total revenue than using free Linux RTOS variant. Furthermore,
QNX is more stable, secure and reliable, thus reducing the process of development related to
medical devices certifications. Due to its features and advantages presented, QNX RTOS is
used for all CCOMs and FCPUs, in the new Siemens systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With the growing number of the population world-wide and the need for fast treatment of the
diseases, new technologies and equipment to cure, diagnose or support the patients are in
demand. The number of people affected by different diseases increases with the age of the
patients. It is expected that by the year 2050, more than 1.5 billion people worldwide will live over
the age of 65 [Wor11]. The medical industry is one of the fastest growing segment in the world.
New medical technologies help the medical personnel in treating fast and accurate the diseases,
in long term support of the patient with chronic disease but also in the diagnosis process. From
common medical supplies(e.g.syringes, bandages) to complex instruments(e.g.robotic surgery,
3D printing of artificial organs, CT, MRI, heart valves), there are over 190.000 different devices
manufactured by more than 18.000 firms worldwide[MD18].
Because many modern devices are used outside a controlled hospital environment, they
should

be

reliable,

safe

and

secure.

Chronic

diseases

have

caused

most

elderly

deaths(e.g.chronic lower respiratory disease), and the treatment of these diseases requires long
therm use of medical devices. An orthopedic surgeon implants a hip prosthesis in an elderly
patient and expects the device to withstand the stress loads reliably, in order to restore normal
mobility. An anesthesiologist uses a pulse oximeter during surgery to monitor the physiologic
status of the patient, and expects the readings to be reliable. An insulin pump must calculate and
adjust the insulin dose properly in order to support the life of the patient. As we can expect, for
medical devices failure is not an option[EXP10][QVP].
Furthermore, the people affected by diseases, have problems in accepting devices that
will further process patient related information in order to monitor the disease, because of the
possibility of data misuse. In principle, having a robust real-time operating system to support your
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API, will help in the design of a reliable and safe medical device that is in conformance with the
international regulations with respect to medical devices[MD18]. Therefore, this work addresses
the efficient use of QNX RTOS instead of Linux RTOS for the medical devices, and highlights the
advantages offered by QNX in improving the overall quality of the final product.

1.2 Objective of the thesis
Our goal is to implement a Profinet Stack for a QNX real-time operating system(RTOS)
medical device, porting the previous Linux RTOS system. The QNX RTOS, for the field of
medical devices, must ensure the stability, safety and reliability of the system. As medical
devices perform critical operations that can affect the patients and the outcome of medical
procedures, a reliable real-time operating system is essential.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. First, in Chapter 2, basic characteristics of an
operating system are presented, but also common operating systems used in embedded
systems. Beside that, we will discuss the total owning cost of the QNX and Linux RTOS. Then,
in Chapter 3, the Profinet industrial standard for communication, its communication layer and
conformance classes are presented. Afterward, in Chapter 4, various network sockets used in
Linux and QNX operating systems are examined, but also the procedure of filtering raw packets
via BPF-filter. In Chapter 5, we will take a look at the implementation details for the network
interface for the adaption to underlying operating system, and we will discuss the changes
needed to port the system to QNX RTOS. Furthermore, we will make a comparison between the
two real-time operating system, taking into account the requirements for the medical industry.
Besides, we will analyze the advantages provided by the porting process, and how it affected the
overall quality of our medical device. Finally, in Chapter 6, the work is summarized, and an
outlook for further research is given.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
This chapter provides some theoretical background to understand the methods used in this
thesis. First, the fundamentals of operating system are discussed in Section 2.1. Afterward,
Section 2.2 provides information about the Unix OS and the two operating systems
encountered in our porting process. Finally, in Section 2.3, we will analyze the total ownership
costs for QNX and for Linux, and we will make a comparison between them.

2.1 Introduction to operating systems
This chapter will introduce some basic concepts about the operating systems and is
based on [OS20][RTS20].
The software loaded into the computer by a boot program, that manages all of the
computer’s applications, software resources and hardware, is called the operating system
(OS). The OS is used by the applications, for services made via defined application program
interface (API). A command-line interface (CLI) or a graphical UI (GUI), gives the user the
possibility to interact directly with the operating system.
The advantages of using an OS includes: a general UI for all applications and a
common low-level functionality(e.g.disk storage, network interfaces). There are various
hardware components that are served by the OS via low-level functionality, which help
reduce the size of applications and make software development faster. The OS will make for
common processes the link between the applications and the hardware(e.g.displaying
images on a standard output device, sending a network packet).
Furthermore, the operating system ensures an inclusive platform that manages,
configures, and identifies hardware components like CPU, networking devices, storage
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devices, memory devices, subsystem interfaces(e.g. PCIE) and port communications(e.g.
HDMI, USB).
Every application is started and managed by the operating system, which will ensure
the proper running of multiple threads concurrently, execution memory, error handling and
memory management - while executing accurately other applications in the background.

Figure 1. Operating system acting like an interface between the application and the hardware
To fulfil specific hardware and user needs, on the market emerged various operating
systems, such as:

Embedded operating system
An operating system designed for specific devices, such as home digital assistants,
airplane systems, retail point of sale terminals or internet of things devices, that fulfills the
need of an OS to run on special purpose processors. The difference between a general
purpose operating system and an embedded OS, is that the processor of the embedded
device performs one specific function, such that the functionality of the operating system is
reduced to its core, to increase the performance and resilience. Characteristic for embedded
operating system is that it should be fast, resource-efficient, process errors smoothly and
operate safely under different environments. Usually, the embedded operating system is
loaded on a micro-controller, embedded into the actual device. For example, an implanted
medical device that supports the life of a patient, will use an operating system that is
designed to be very reliable, under limited space and resources constraints. Symbian,
Windows Mobile, Android, Blackberry,
systems.
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iOS- are some example of embedded operating
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Real-time operating system(RTOS)
The real-time operating system, is an OS that needs to work reliably under defined
time constraints. For example, an industrial control system will coordinate the operations of a
power plant, receiving signals from sensors and sending signals to control actuators, motors,
valves and other systems. The industrial environment requires fast and predictable response
in correlation with the real-world parameters - failing to respond in time, can produce a
disaster. Unlike a general purpose operating system, a real-time operating system must
process the data virtually without latency for interrupt and thread switching, and must have
no buffering.
The time duration to accept and complete an application’s task is extremely
important, because it must be deterministic. The variability from the expected time is called
jitter.
A Hard-RTOS has less jitter comparing to a Soft-RTOS. A real-time operating system that
can usually meet a deadline is called Soft-RTOS[RTS20]. On the other side, if the real-time
operating system can meet a deadline deterministic, it is labeled as Hard-RTOS. The main
goal is not the throughput, but the guarantee of a ‘soft’ or ‘hard’ performance category,
realized through an advanced scheduling algorithm. Some examples of real-time operating
systems include Windows CE, QNX and VxWorks.
The differences between operating system types are not absolute, and some
operating systems can share characteristics of others. An embedded operating system
commonly includes attributes of an real-time operating system.

2.2 Common operating systems
In this section, we will review the most influential operating systems. First, we will take a
look at the Unix OS, which has a major impact on all operating systems. Then, we will see
the differences and the similarities between Linux and QNX RTOS, the two operating
systems that will be encountered in our porting process.

2.2.1 Unix OS and its importance
This chapter describes the most important features of the Unix operating system and is
based on [Unx20].
Unix systems have a modular design and are multitasking and multiuser. The
operating system is viewed as a set of simple functions, where each function has a limited
special role. The communication is realized via a unified Unix filesystem and an inter-
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process communication design. For complex work, a shell scripting and command language
-the Unix shell- can help to mix functions. Unix is the first portable operating system,
capable to work on many hardware platforms, because most of the operating system is
written in the C programming language.
Specific to Unix systems is to store data as plain text, to use a hierarchical file
system, to use devices as files, and to mix many small programs through a command-line
interpreter to perform complex work. Using devices as files added new commands, like ioctl
and flags to access the features of the hardware.
The main control program -the kernel- and some libraries, form the Unix operating
system. The kernel can start and stop a program, manage shared processes and
resources, but also the file system. These attributes of the kernel are done via special
rights, that separate the kernel from the user space.
A common standard for all operating systems was done under the name of POSIX.
The Unix system was self-contained, very interactive and portable, and made a huge
impact on the other OSs and as a teaching tool. Similar to Unix OS is Linux and
BSD(NetBSD, OpenBSD and FreeBSD).
Linux and BSD are now providing the needs given by the proprietary Unix OS, and
are reaching the market of desktop, mobile and embedded devices. The modular design of
Unix allows the share of components between different operating systems.

2.2.2

Linux OS

Linux is currently the most ported operating system. With the Android variant for
smartphones, Linux is also the most installed general purpose. For the desktop computers, is
accountable for only 2.3%, but is the leading OS on servers, and the only one used in
supercomputers. It is highly tailored to the hardware specifics[LNX20]. Linux is installed
on routers, automation controls, smart-home technologies, televisions, automobiles, digital
video recorders, video game consoles, and smartwatches[LNP20].
A Linux OS is an open source modular system, with its basic design inspired by the
Unix OS. The system has a monolithic kernel, which manages process control, networking,
access to the peripherals, and file systems. Device handlers can be installed in the kernel, or
loaded as modules at runtime.To improve the support for different platforms under the Linux
OS, many hardware associations are formed, like FreedomHEC[LNX20].
The performance of Linux on servers is very good, unlike for desk top devices, where
Microsoft Windows operating system is mostly used. Recently, many developers are focused
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on improving the boot time and on enhancing desktop performance, appearance and
security[LNX20].
Linux is preferred in embedded systems due to its ease of customization and because
is an open-source. Linux OS is used on devices for telecommunications, where OpenWrt is
used as a template upon which many of the firmwares are released. A customized version of
Linux is also used in devices such as digital video recorder, network firewalls, music
workstations(Yamaha Motif XF), stage lighting control systems and routers(Cisco)[LNX20].

Figure 2. Time each Linux distribution has existed, adapted after [LJ19]

2.2.3 QNX OS
This chapter has the purpose to make an introduction to QNX real-time operating system,
and is based on [QX20][QDC][QPI2].
QNX OS is a real-time operating system, based on Unix, designed for the embedded
industry. It is widely commercially available for many devices, such as cars, industrial and
medical devices or smartphones.
QNX is microkernel-based, so the operating kernel is running just a few simple basic
tasks(Resource Managers). The Linux’ monolithic kernel is different, because the operating
kernel is very large and with complex abilities. The microkernel architecture gives developers
the possibility to disable some of the functionality, and tailor the system for a single defined
task. QNX OS is very small, with a size for the first versions of just 1.44 MB. QNX Neutrino
is portable to many platforms and runs on almost all central processing unit series used in the
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embedded market(PowerPC, x86, MIPS, SH-4, ARM). The microkernel manages just the
timers, CPU scheduling, interprocess communication, and interrupt redirection. Any other
process runs as a user process(e.g. the process creation and memory management run as
user process). Subroutine-call type interprocess communication, and a boot loader which
load the kernel image and a set of user programs and shared objects, are the main
ingredients for QNX OS. The microkernel has no device drivers and the BSD operating
system implementation is used for the network stack. Beside that, QNX supports io-net
manager server [QX20].
Sending messages between processes and requesting a reply, is done via
interprocess communication. The kernel copies the message from the sending process
memory space to that of the receiving process. The control is given instantly to the CPU, if
the receiving process is waiting for the message. The same applies also if the process is not
from the same physical machine. Message sending between processes do not cause lost of
CPU cycles for the system. This smooth connection between CPU scheduling and message
passing is the most important feature of QNX operating system. This complex interprocess
communication is missing in the old Unix operating system, resulting in a difference in
performance between them[QPI2].
Messages are managed, depending on the thread priority. High priority threads
receive IO service before low priority threads, which is important in a real-time system. User
programs and drivers can be built into the boot image. Furthermore, the group of device
drivers and shared libraries needed for startup, are not in the kernel, but are in the shared
user-space libraries loaded as part of the boot image [QX20].
QNX enables symmetric multiprocessing and processor affinity, to increase cache
hitting and help the porting of non-SMP applications to multi-processor systems. Furthermore,
QNX provides preemptive scheduling based on priority, but also adaptive partition
scheduling. To meet the requirements of the vendors, QNX provides FIFO, Round-robin and
Sporadic scheduling. QNX’ clock services are used to maintain the time of day and for kernel
timer calls, in order to create interval timers. The system time increments by some number of
nanoseconds, depending on the precision of system clock. Furthermore, timers are provided
with the ability to expiry on an absolute date, a relative date, or periodical. Timers trigger the
delivery of a signal, pulse or thread in order to start the process[QX20].
Synchronization mechanisms for threads, such as mutex(ensure exclusive access to
data shared between threads), semaphore(allows specified number of threads to own
semaphore and to execute concurrently), condvar(block threads in the critical section, until a
condition is satisfied), barrier(force threads to wait at a specific point, until all threads finish
the work) and read-write locks(used when many threads read data, and maximum one thread
write data).
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Synchronization problems can take various forms, but the design of the QNX
operating system helps the developer to handle them. For example, priority inversion occurs
when a low priority thread has access to a resource and is preempted by a medium priority
thread. Then a high priority thread preempts the medium priority thread and wants access to
the resource blocked by the low priority thread. But the low priority thread is blocked by the
medium priority thread, thus the high priority thread must wait for the medium priority thread
to finish. This problem is solved by QNX via priority inheritance, where the thread that
blocked the resource takes the priority level of the higher thread that attempts to access the
resource. After exiting the mutex, the thread will return to its initial low priority [QPI2].
QNX’ high speed response to external events is realized via interrupt handling. The
interrupt service routine respond to the interrupt as fast as possible, doing the minimum
necessary work. We can either call all interrupt service routines attached to the hardware
interrupt(interrupt sharing), or use InterruptAttachEvent() to generate a user-specific event on
every interrupt. The interrupt are not disabled during execution of an interrupt handler, so the
interrupt can be nested. The time taken from when an interrupt is triggered to when the
interrupt is serviced, is called interrupt latency. The interrupt latency is normally very small,
but in some sections of the code, when the interrupt is disabled temporarily, we can have
measurable latency(worst-case interrupt latency). The time needed to save the context of the
current thread, and to restore the context of the required thread, is called scheduling latency.
The time to switch from one thread to another is called switch latency. Like in most operating
systems, also for QNX, the scheduling latency takes longer than the interrupt latency [QX20].
QNX embedded systems are reliable, safe and secure against malfunctions, malware,
and cyber security breaches.

Figure 3. Kernel’s interaction with the processes, based on [QDC]
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The microkernel architecture allows any subsystem to fail and be automatically
restarted without disrupting the kernel. Furthermore, this gives a high level of fault tolerance
and recovery.
The QNX OS, allows complex applications to be predictable and reliable. The strict
control over time determines extra reliability that cannot be realized with a normal operating
system [QX20].
QNX real-time operating system provides a familiar development environment, based
on open standards, and is POSIX compliant. Furthermore, it offers complex security, such as
granular control of system privilege levels(restrict process’s capabilities to the privilege level
required for the specific operation) and reduced security attack surface(all processes execute
in user-mode, reducing the impact of the damage to the rest of the system). The microkernel
architecture is so designed, that if an application has an error, it does not disrupt the
functionality of any other component. QNX Neutrino can kill and restart the faulty application
separately, in just a few milliseconds and without a system reboot [QX20].

2.3 Total ownership costs: QNX vs Linux
This chapter has the purpose to briefly explain the total ownership costs for the above
mentioned real-time operating systems, and is based on [TCO16][MA10]. Our target is to
achieve the minimum cost that will give a reduced time to market for the developed software
product.
Because the Linux operating system is a free operating system, allowing access to
its source code without requiring money for it, the developer will be tempted to select Linux
as a software development platform. One can download the source code for any Linux
subsystem, modify it to fit the product, and then sell the product. Linux seems to be
extremely cost-effective, because the source code and the product licensing is for free. On
the other side, QNX

is a commercial real-time operating system, intended for the

development of embedded devices. But these costs are incomplete and we also need to
take into consideration the life-cycle costs, that have a more accentuated impact to the
ownership costs.
Linux is for free, but we need to invest energy to test and certify an open source
operating system. The time invested in this process, will result in delayed time to market for
the product, and in revenue losses. Beside that, we need to consult experts in operating
systems, which will also increase the costs of development. To evaluate the overall costs,
we need to take into account also the costs of development, maintenance, support and
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opportunity. Also by building your unique Linux distribution, you will pay the ownership costs
of Linux’ licensing model(the GNU Public License).
The product development life-cycle for Linux includes: select and configure the
Linux source code, configure the target for cross-compilation environment, create a target
image, product-development test and release, but also product support after release.
To select and configure the source code, but also to configure the target for crosscompilation environment, is specific just for Linux operating system. Theoretically, all the
other processes in the development phase are the same for both Linux and QNX operating
systems. However, for Linux we will need to take care of the maintenance and development
of our unique Linux build.
Linux, with its open source behaviour, allows numerous people to change and edit
the code of the system. Thus, adapting the Linux source code for your product will require to
either search for available implementations that can be used, or you can create your own
specific Linux version to serve the task you need.
For a stable, safety-critical product(e.g.for the medical, automotive or military
sector), we need an operating system that is not prone to many changes in a short period of
time. Most of the customers, distributors and network providers will buy a system just if they
can trace everything(also the operating system) back to the roots. The statistics show that
more than 15.600 programmers contributed with changes to the Linux operating system,
since the tracking possibility via Git[LK]. On the other side, QNX has a system that traces
everything back to its original sources.
To choose the required version of Linux for your product, is not an easy process,
because a lot of questions such as “Which version and configuration best fits my product?”,
“Which version among distributions is the best?”, “Which library is supported for C runtime
environment?”, “For which kernel or libraries do you need to improve security or other
features?”, need to find an answer. Besides, we need to think at the overall structure, and to
make the proper choice in order to deliver a stable, complete and maintainable software.
The support for our product can produce more work if we are not lucky to have the support
of the community. However, the most difficult questions to consider, are the ones regarding
the certification of the product for the desired area of use. [TCO16].
Because of the Linux’ monolithic kernel, one unimportant change in any subsystem,
can cause an error in an unrelated area of the operating system. But QNX has the
advantage of the microkernel design, where every subsystem runs in user-space, and can
not affect the other vital parts of the system, like the kernel. The QNX system’s information
is centralized, the system is tested on many different embedded devices and is version
controlled, such that we don’t need to retest or recertify the system, like in a fast changing
Linux system. Linux will require a tool chain revision level to test every change, adding extra
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costs, as we need to purchase specific IT support to maintain the repository. All these
unpredicted difficulties will prolong the time to the market for our product. The annual
average cost for a software engineer is $150,000. For a team of 15 engineers working in
the project, the average cost for each month of delay is $183,750. Embedded Market
Forecaster(EMF) data shows that almost half of devices with Linux-‘roll your own’ operating
system, exceeds the planned time to market by about 3.8 months, resulting in an expected
loss of about $328,177. [MA10]

Figure 4. Late launch and its costs

Another impacting factor for the time to market is the quality of device drivers,
influenced by the product’s vendors. The best hardware companies consider intellectual
property rights, to protect the source code for their product from being used by a rival
company . But the Linux licensing model allows the source code to be open, thus
influencing big companies in their decision to stay away from Linux operating system. The
General Public License(GPL) license requires that a source code combined with a code
under the GPL license, will also be under the GPL terms, and thus the source code must be
available to the community and limited patent rights are granted to the developer. This
means for hardware manufacturers that they will loose the intellectual propriety rights, which
in consequence will cause a lot of problems for the company, because the other companies
can reproduce their source code. GPLv3 requires beside the source code, also means to
update that open source software, and instructions on how to integrate the software on the
respective platform. Unfortunately, the source code license can change unexpected, and for
example your GPLv2 license is without notice transformed into a GPLv3 license, thus
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making it unusable in your project. An alternative will be to pay for a commercial license for
Linux, but this is contrary to our option in choosing a free operating system.
However, with QNX there is no legal obligation to make the code open, and the
hardware companies have no intellectual property problems. If you want to use Linux, all
license related problems, like using properly the correct license, will be under your
responsibility. And unfortunately, this is not an easy task, because copying an open source
code into your project, can affect your private source code as well. However, the license
provided by QNX deals with the formal and legal problems related to the source code
written for your product.
Other considerable costs will be generated by the maintenance and support.
Patches represents various changes from the last release to the current release. For Linux,
the patches come from different sources, developed and maintained independently. The
problem arise when you need to search for these random released updates, and determine
if you apply them to your system, also taking into consideration all the effects that will bring
these updates to your integration, testing, certification and release schedules. To integrate
the numerous patches on your system will require a huge effort, as the patches’ version
becomes more and more different than your version, and the patches will need more
modifications and tests in order to fit your version of Linux. This will affect the overall
product management and will require to use Linux operating system experts to solve the
above mentioned problems, further increasing the overall cost of the project.
The system has to be maintained also post-deployment in some working areas(e.g.
IEC 62304). Therefore, the updates and patches need to be adapted to your version of
Linux for the entire life-cycle of the product. This means, we need to test and recertify our
product for a very long time, which will require a lot of time and money. All this maintenance
work will take time and resources from the development work for your product’s features,
and will cause a delayed release [TCO16].
To receive assistance for the Linux system is also challenging due to its open source
model. Various people with different backgrounds and skills, beginners or experts, do most
of the Linux service and support. For difficult topics like performance, certification or
memory usage, you will wait for an unprofessional answer like “use the new patch” for long
period of time.
Commercial Linux support will be the alternative, but that will imply costs very
similar to the costs of QNX OS. However, Linux operating system is focused on servers(
with large memory and disk space, non-real time processing), going against the philosophy
of an real-time embedded system [TCO16].
As we can see, maintaining a free Linux system is very expensive. Besides that, it
will draw a lot of focus and resources on the Linux maintenance and integration, letting us
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with less time for the product development. Configuring, building, supporting, maintaining
and testing such a system will increase very much the total cost of ownership for the Linux
operating system.
Furthermore, when using Linux, we need to take into account that the development
community consider the requirements for embedded development not a priority when they
write the code. Thus, a small change in the system, can result in a lot of changes and
rebuilds for an embedded system, plus the additional costs related to retests and
recertifications. The recertification of the entire affected component is always required, if the
Linux patch is not designed for your class of device(e.g. medical device). Because Linux is
free source and always changing, we need to test constantly and on all aspects of the
system relevant to our product, which is very time and cost consuming [TCO16].
Another important problem is finding a distribution that is compatible with our
hardware. This can be done, by either finding a version that already supports our hardware
characteristics, finding a vendor available to port the driver for our platform, or by writing our
own driver. If you want to write your own driver, you will be under the above mentioned
GPL-related problems, and you will need to maintain more code than just the code related
to your product. Furthermore, for the release of your driver you will need to agree to a nondisclosure contract with the hardware vendor, to protect their hardware details. However the
best hardware manufacturers will not agree to make open hardware details to competitors,
and it will be difficult to find a good hardware support for your product, thus decreasing the
overall quality of your device [TCO16].
The open source structure of the Linux operating system allows the use of nonstandard extensions, making difficult for you to change to other platforms and being
incompatible with other industry standard tools, thus confusing the developers who apply
standards-compliant implementations. However, QNX is POSIX-compliant, thus providing a
stable base on which to build products, test cases and certification suites.
Another issue is the dead code present in the Linux operating system. The dead
code represents code that can not be accessed during execution, and that has in the
current system no function. For example, an out of memory test, where the code would be
not accessed because our device has lot of memory to trigger the call of that test. We
consider that we do not need the code and remove it, creating a private version without that
unnecessary code. When a new patch is released, it may however access the removed
code(now live code), and produce unknown errors. This results in a lot of analyzing,
changing and testing. Beside that, Linux has a monolithic kernel, thus more difficult to
manage, with tens of millions of lines of code for the entire system. That means, one
change in one component results in a full system test. On the other hand, QNX has a
microkernel architecture, which allows development and maintenance separately for each
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component. Because QNX is a closed system, we are sure that we use a system well
tested and certified. That will allow us to test the components independently, on that
particular subsystem. For our product development, we need to focus our attention just on
that component that is linked to our product.
Another important aspect is related to quality and certification. Quality is represented
by the way some features meet the requirements, while the certification is used to attest the
system’s properties, via a recognized institution. Certification is required for some
categories of devices(e.g medical and automotive devices). The core of safety critical
certification is traceability. This unveils important aspects of the software development
cycle, from design, to tests and features requirements. Certification is achieved by showing
that each subsystem is designed after some requirements, and that the requirements can
be tested. Thus, a complex task is created, to demonstrate that each high level requirement
is implemented in the lower level requirements. If we use an certified operating system, we
do not need to certify the system ourselves. This is the case with the QNX OS, being
certified in many areas, like medical, industrial and automotive industry. Unfortunately, Linux
development system is not traceable, and we need to analyze for certification tens of
millions of lines of code, which will add extra time and costs.
In conclusion, the Linux OS is free in the context of using it the way you want, but
not when it comes to costs. Taking into account the ownership costs related to Linux, which
includes the certification of non-core assets, development costs, post-deployment costs,
and intellectual propriety related risks, we end up with costs similar to QNX RTOS but with a
lot of problems that will increase the risk of certification and that will take the focus from our
product [TCO16].
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Chapter 3
Profinet
In this chapter, the Profinet(Process Field Network) communication system is presented. As
already mentioned above, the embedded systems require to have a system that is very
reliable for delivering data under tight time constraints. The chapter is based on
[PRF20][PN14][PCC11][PNS18]. Therefore, in Section 3.1, Profinet industry standard for
communication over Ethernet is presented. In Section 3.2, the communication layer is
presented and its role in efficient transmission of data. Finally, in Section 3.3, the different
technologies of performance classes are presented.

3.1 Profinet industry standard for communication
Profinet

is a communication standard over Ethernet, created for controlling equipment

in industrial fields, and focusing on data exchange under defined time constraints.
The automation area is evolving very fast, and Ethernet, via TCP/IP and XML, is supporting
most of the communication in the field today. Combining automation with information
technology(IT) results in an improved communication medium, in more diagnostic and
configuration options, and in an increased service functionality for the entire network.
Profinet fulfills the standards for production automation, process automation, and
functional or non-functional safety drives. Therefore is present in most of the application
fields, from automotive industry, to machine building, food industry and logistics industries.
Profinet is the leading standard in the industry, because of its ease of use, which
minimizes the costs of installation, engineering and commissioning. Furthermore, ease of
plant expansion, high plant availability, and fast and efficient automation, is making Profinet
very used in the industry. Another advantage is provided by its full Ethernet compatibility to
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the specific system, due to its reconfigurable star, ring and line architecture. Various
communication mediums are available, such as copper or fiber-optic cable, but also wireless
via Bluetooth or WLAN. Furthermore, Profinet includes smart-diagnostic concepts for field
devices and networks.
Diagnosis data is transmitted acyclic, to provide information about the sensors,
actuators and network. Increased safety is provided with the help of PROFIsafe technology,
where the data exchange is realized via a common cable for safety-related and standard
communication information. Due to its redundancy, Profinet is available world-wide in the
industry.
The main attribute of Profinet is that it communicates over the same cable for
complex or simple applications, allowing automation in real-time and providing interface to IT
level. For high precision tasks, deterministic and isochronous transmission of critical data is
possible. Profinet allows a flexible architecture(not just a controller and its field devices), thus
responding well to the requirements of the modern automation systems.
The Provider/Consumer prototype is at the base of Profinet input/output. The
automation program runs on a Programmable Logic Controller(PLC). As provider, the
controller outputs data to the configured field devices. As consumer, the controller takes and
processes the data from the sensors and actuators. The field device, is a distributed IO
device, connected to PLC via Profinet. It works as a provider of input data for the controller,
and as a consumer of output data sent by the PLC.
An IO supervisor can be a Programming Device(PD), personal computer(PC), or
Human Machine Interface(HMI) device for commissioning or diagnostic. An industrial system
is composed of minimum one controller and one input-output device. For commissioning and
troubleshooting we add to the system an IO Supervisor, but will be removed from the system
as soon as we finish the supervising task.
Every device model has a device access point(DAP) and family-specific device
modules. For communication with the Ethernet interface and the processing program, we use
as access point the DAP.
To manage the data communication for a process, different IO modules can be
assigned to a device access point. An input-output module is inserted in a modular IO device,
in a place called slot. The slots help in addressing modules with many subslots for data
communication.The inputs and outputs for the process, are given by the subslots. The data
division(bit, byte or word) of a subslot is defined by the maker.
The data contains always the status information, to help validate the data. The index
status offers information per subslot, that can be written and read acyclically. By a slotsubslot addressing mode, we can access cyclic input-output data. An application can address
the acyclic data exchange, using a slot-subslot index combination.
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General Station Description(GSD) files of the field devices are required to proceed
with the system engineering. The GSD is in XML format, and contains the properties and
functions of the Profinet devices, as well as data required for engineering and
communication. The GSD file is available from the manufacturer.
The communication blueprint is designed by the controller at startup, based on the
configuration data received from the engineering system. Application relation(AR) is used to
embed any data transfer. Communication relation(CR) specify the data explicitly. Hence, the
entire data for device modeling and communication is embedded in the field device. Each
field device has a different AR, specific to each controller.
The initialization happens simultaneously for channels for cyclic-data(IOdata CR)
and acyclic-data communication(record data CR), but also for alarms(alarm CR). Multiple
ARs can communicate with one field device. A controller can have one application relation
with multiple devices. Many IO-communication relations, included in an application relation for
various APIs, are used for communication. The data is differentiated for an IO-communication
relation via APIs.
The unique MAC identifier is used to address Ethernet devices. Each device has
assigned a unique identifier in the context of the system. This identifier is used in connecting
the MAC and IP address for the device. Each device is addressed via its MAC address, which
consists of a company code(bits 24 to 47) and a consecutive code number(bits 0 to 23).
At configuration, the properties of the cyclic data exchange for communication are
specified for controller and field devices. Beside that, the assignment of modules/submodules
for the slots/subslots must be given for each field device, as specified in the GSD file. The
real system is configured via an engineering tool, allowing devices to have more specific
behaviour.
The configuration is loaded in the controller during commissioning, and the PLC has
all the settings to communicate with the field devices. The controller get the architecture of
the system and assign names to devices, or the devices are initialized with the engineering
tool. The names given are used by the controller to assign IP addresses at start-up. Each
controller makes an application relation with the associated communication relations for each
device. These relations offer details for functionality(e.g. alarms, cyclic and acyclic read/write)
which can take place at system power-up.
Function of conformance class, we distinguish between different implementations of
the system, as we will see in details in the next chapter.
Profinet provides a system power-up in which the data transmission begins faster,
because the parameters required for communication are stored in the field devices. However,
this procedure depends on the type of operating system, but the standard start-up can be
also used and offers a good performance. To install Profinet, we need a 100 Mbps, full-
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duplex Ethernet network, but faster communication is also possible. For all conformance
classes, the system uses 2-pair cables, but in the Gigabit range, 4-pair cabling is
recommended.
Network components like field devices are linked to the system with the help of
switches. To establish the connection autonomous, the switches must have autonegotiation
mechanism for the transmission parameters and must cross send and receive lines
autonomous. The topology supported for Ethernet communication vary from line topology, to
connect terminals with integrated switches in the field, to star topology, for the control
cabinet’s central switch, to ring topology, for more system fault tolerance, or any mixture of
them.
Network security for large interconnected systems over the internet, is provided as
an optimized concept specific for the application, with different security zones. The concept is
structured to protect the devices separately, but also the entire system from extern attacks.
Security modules are available for the network to be segmented and protected safely. The
messages reach the devices located inside the segments, only after identification and
authorization.
System redundancy can be achieved, for example, by combining two controllers in
parallel, to control one field device. Only one controller will be the active controller and will
mark its output data as primary. The other controller’s data will be ignored by the field device.
When the primary controller is faulty, the second controller will take over the control of the
field device, without interrupting the system, just by changing its output to primary.

3.2 Profinet conformance classes
The main function of the Profinet is the cyclic output data transmission between the
consumers(field devices) and producer(controller), and the other way around. The number of
data and the cycle times is determined by the communication relationship between controller
and field device.
Every conformance class has specific properties, and is designed for different
applications in the industrial field. The top conformance classes are built on the skeleton of
the previous conformance classes, providing additional features to increase the speed of
transmission, to handle additional parameters and to provide more information, as we can
observe from the table below.
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Table 1. The main characteristics of conformance classes, as in [PCC11]
Conformance class A
Conformance class B
Conformance class C
Main
functions

Profinet IO with RT
communication, cyclic IO,
alarms, parameters,
topology information

Profinet IO with RT
communication, cyclic IO,
alarms, parameters,
topology information with
LLDP-MIB, Network
Diagnostic via IP(SNMP),
System Redundancy *only
for Conformance Class
B(PA)

Typical
Applicaitons
Cabling

Infrastructure, building
automation
Copper, fiber-optic,
wireless
Controller/device with
certificate, infrastructure
via manufacturer
declaration

Factory automation,
process automation
Copper, fiber-optic

Certification

Controller/device with
certificate, infrastructure via
manufacturer declaration

Profinet IO with RT
communication, cyclic
IO, alarms, parameters,
topology information
with LLDP-MIB,
Network Diagnostic via
IP(SNMP), Hardwaresupported bandwidth
reservation,
synchronization
Motion control
Copper, fiber-optic
Controller/device with
certificate,
infrastructure via
manufacturer
declaration

Conformance class A is designed with the minimum functionality for real-time
communication, and all the services provided can be used with no limits. Business automation is
one common example of application where Profinet conformance class-A is used. Any field
device is featured with diagnostic tools, but also with a redundant transmission system for the
alarms, via communication relation(CR). The get and set of data for any device is done via acyclic
communication. All devices in the network need to have for identification, the Identification and
Maintenance Data Set-0. Profinet is using Ethernet to transmit telegrams for cyclic data and
alarms(real-time data). Between every field device and controller an application relation(AR) is
created.
The application relation is composed of address resolution, connection establishment,
parametrization, process data send/receive, alarm handling and termination. The station name is
used to identify the devices in the network, so that the Controller can set a pre-assigned IP
address to the device. Then, the Controller requests to connect to the field devices, and a
connection is established. The sent connection request to the devices creates an Application
Relationship between the consumer and the provider, with a number of different Communication
Relationships. Beside that, the modular configuration of field device is set, along with the layout of
the process data frames, the watchdog and the cyclic rate of data exchange. Parametrization is
taking place, once the acknowledgement is received, proceeding further with the real time cyclic
data exchange.
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The data frames exchanged contain junk data at this stage, but the sole purpose is to
keep the watchdog from triggering. Every device submodule has the parameters set by the
Controller, with respect to the General Station Description file. After all the field devices are
configured, they will send a ready flag to the Controller, to indicate that the system can perform
data exchange and alarm handling. Valid process data is cyclically refreshed by the field device
and the Controller, but events and faults are transmitted acyclically. If the Controller or the field
devices fail to refresh the cyclic process data, the watchdog will expire. When the watchdog
expires, the connection between the Controller and the controlled devices terminates. The
Controller will try to reestablish the connection, just in case the connection was terminated by
mistake.
Conformance class B has the base characteristics similar to class A, but provides for the
network extra features like network diagnostics via IP and topology information. Another version
of conformance class B, named PA(Process Automation), provides to the system an increased
redundancy, which is very important for process automation. The main purpose of these
additional features, is to offer support in commissioning, maintenance and operation of the
network, such that the availability and support is increased. In conformance class B, the network
diagnostic is supported via Simple Network Management Protocol(SNMP). Furthermore, the
neighborhood detection via Link Layer Discovery Protocol and other similar Profinet services,
should be available for any class B device. To read the status or the topology of the network at
any moment, we need to address the collections of Ethernet port-related statistics. Automatic
addressing of the nodes is available, once we know the network topology. This feature will help us
to detect and replace a faulty device easier, making the maintenance work faster, thus decreasing
the down-time for the system.
The areas of process engineering and process automation are well known for the degree
of redundancy of the systems. Conformance class B meet these expectations, allowing data
exchange between two Controllers simultaneously, and the field devices around the network.
Other similar features are designed upon the available protocols and relationships supported by
the conformance class A. Another features, such as Dynamic Reconfiguration(DR), offers the
possibility to change the configuration of the device, while still in contact with the Controller and
with the rest of the network.
Conformance class C is designed for isochronous-communication, and gives the
necessary functionality for systems that are equipped with bandwidth reservation and
synchronization. For this conformance class, a bandwidth of 100MB/s is reserved just for realtime data exchange. The bandwidth is subdivided into constant cycle time, and the cycle time is
subdivided into phases. One phase is responsible for time-critical message transmission, one
phase is for Isochronous Real-Time data, and one for other Ethernet messages, which must have
cycle time of minimum 125 μs, to allow maximum throughput of telegrams.For smaller cycle
time(under 31μs), the Ethernet frames are fragmented. The bus cycles for bandwidth reservation
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are implemented using a precise clock synchronization on all devices, with a maximum deviation
of 1 μs. The Precision Time Protocol(PTP) is used to implement the clock synchronization. The
devices must have the same time domain if they take part in bandwidth reservation.
Dynamic Frame Packing (DFP) is used to get a better performance, for the devices
connected in a line. This is realized by the controller putting all output data for all devices into a
single IRT frame. When the Isochronous Real-Time frame passes through the line, each device
takes out the data sent to it. The process takes place also in the reverse order, the IRT message
from multiple devices is assembled dynamically until it reaches the Controller. Thus, the
Isochronous Real-Time frame is as large as needed, and the data transfer between field devices
and Controller can be transmitted in full duplex simultaneously with the data coming from the
reverse direction.
Conformance class D is an extension to class C, offering the services using the
mechanism defined by IEE of Time-Sensitive Network(TSN). The Internet protocol layer is
replaced via the Remote Service Interface(RSI). This result in an implementation of Profinet
independent of future Internet protocol versions(e.g. IPv6). The Time-Sensitive Networking has
not an universal protocol definition, but a container of various protocols, which can be combined
different depending of the purpose of the application. For industrial automation, IEEE defines the
standard "Joint Profile TSN for Industrial Automation", which in part is also used by Profinet in the
Conformance Class D applications. The standard offers instructions for motion control
applications(e.g. isochronous cyclic data communication with short, limited latency time), and for
general automation tasks(cyclic data exchange with limited latency time).
The synchronization of the devices for Isochronous Real-Time data transfer, is realized
following the instructions of the Precision Time Protocol according to IEC 61588 for time
synchronization with TSN. The VLAN tag gives the priority to the telegrams, and then places them
in queues data structures. The queues are processed in a switch via a clock pulse, specified by
the Time-Aware Shaper (TAS). The isochronous cyclical data is exchanged with the highest
priority, the cyclical data with the second priority, and the acyclic data with the smallest priority,
resulting in a small latency time for the cyclic data. Furthermore, via Frame Preemption, a cyclic
data message with high priority can interrupt a low priority message that takes too much time to
be transmitted.

3.3 Profinet Communication Layers
As already mentioned, we will take a look at the communication layers to see what makes this
system so effective in the industrial appliances. Profinet moves information based on various
channels, related to the kind of information transported(Non-Real-Time, Real-Time, Isochronous
Real-Time).
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Via Ethernet, different network protocols for communication are used by the channels.
The protocols operate on different levels of the OSI model. The physical layer is electric, and is
built after the international standard IEE 802.
The Media Access Control(MAC) address is available for each device. Because of the
complex protocol and big overhead, Internet Protocol(IP), User Datagram Protocol(UDP) and
Remote Procedure Call(RPC) are used in special conditions, for example to access packet
information(e.g. MAC address, IP address, UDP ports). Using each layer of the OSI model for
data exchange, will result in more overhead at sending and receiving, due to packing and
unpacking of the data at each transmission node.
Furthermore, if Profinet uses the Network layer, transmission delay is added to the
communication. Latency and jitter is the result of these two mentioned problems. The predicted
delay of a message sent, until it reaches the destination, is called latency. The variance of
latency for different packets, is called jitter.
For the real-time transmission channel, latency and jitter are negative factors which must
be minimized. Thus, this channel jumps over the encapsulation steps in the session, transport
and network layers. As a result, low latency and small jitter is achieved for the data exchange in
the real-time channel, but at the cost of not having an IP address. This process will create
frames that are not routed between LANs.
The Ethernet switches will cause latency, depending on the position of the connecting
communication nodes. If there are many intersected streams of data, the resulting latency
caused by the switch will be bigger than if there are just a few intersecting data paths. The
Isochronous Real-Time channel will take rid of those delays, setting new rules for Profinet traffic,
and providing additional rules to switch Ethernet communication. For IRT channel, the extra
rules added to IESS802.3 Ethernet standard create a deterministic Time Division Multiple
Access-Collision Detection(TDMA) network.
For a large network with many devices to diagnose and check during operation, routing
is a serious problem. To tackle this problem, Profinet has a non-real-time communication
medium. This channel uses all the layers of the OSI model, which means that the subsystems
have IP addresses. Using this channel, the supervisors can ask for diagnostic information any
device across the routing boundaries or over the Internet.
The communication between the devices will take place at the required pace, depending
on the task at hand. This flexibility allows Profinet to execute efficiently different tasks, using the
necessary communication channel. The communication channels used by the Profinet, are
presented in the following table:
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Table 2. Protocols used and the OSI Layers, as in [PRF20]
OSI-Layer

Profinet

7a

Fieldbus Application Layer
Services and protocols

Application
7b
6

OPC UA
RPC

Presentation

---

5

Session

RSI

empty

empty

4

Transport

UDP

3

Network

IP

2

Data Link

TSN

1

Physical

Ethernet

TCP

CSMA/CD

Conform IEEE 802.3, we can choose between full-duplex with 100 MBit/s electrical
(100BASE-TX) or optical (100BASE-FX) device connectors. The crossover cables are avoided,
but for all connection, autocrossover is required. Any modern Ethernet analysis tool(e.g.
Wireshark), can be used to record and display the Profinet protocol.
The Link Layer Discovery Protocol(LLDP) has extra parameters for the transmission of
propagation time of the signals. For the connection set-up and the acyclic services, from the OSI
layers is used the Remote Procedure Call(RPC) protocol, with the help of the IP address.
The detection of duplicate Internet Protocol addresses is realized with an extended
Address Resolution Protocol(ARP). For the assignment of IP addresses, a requirement is the
Discovery and Configuration Protocol(DCP). Fieldbus Application Layer utilities can be accessed
in different ways, function of the conformance classes.
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Socket Interface
This chapter will analyze different sockets encountered in the porting process, taking into account
the similarities and the differences between the Linux and QNX socket, and is based on
[TUD17][BSD93][SIK][FBSD][SP][WBS][MPF][FBSDM]. The raw sockets allow to see and control
the low-layer information used for exchanging the data, unlike Datagram or Stream sockets. We
will present the possibilities provided by the two operating systems to use raw and packet
sockets. Furthermore, we will discuss specific problems encountered when programming with raw
sockets on different architectures, and what are the bottlenecks that one can encounter when
working with the raw sockets. Therefore, in Section 4.1, an introduction to the network sockets is
presented and in the Section 4.2, the Linux raw socket is described, focusing on the
implementation, functionality and usage. We will take a look also at the socket used by QNX in
the chapter 4.3, and analyze it in the same level of detail as the Linux socket. Finally, in Section
4.4, the BPF filter is presented and analyzed, with source code examples and references to the
underlying process. The implementation of the BPF was used to filter the packets for the Profinet
on our QNX real-time operating system.

4.1 Introduction to network sockets
The operating systems have implemented network protocols, that are accessed by the user via
socket interface. BSD systems released the socket interface in 1983, as a mean of
communication between processes. BSD architecture is also used for the QNX socket interface,
in our system. The Berckeley Unix socket is an endpoint for communication between different
systems connected via network, or for different processes on the same machine. Depending on
the address space and type of communication allowed by the socket, there are a variety of
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sockets existent. The socket can be configured via the domain, type and protocol parameters.
The domain will assign a qualifier to the socket by which the socket can be remotely
accessed. The type of the socket establishes the semantics of communication. The specific
protocol used with the socket, the type and the domain must be specified at the creation of the
socket.

Figure 5. Client-Server architecture, adapted from [SIK]
In the Unix systems, data exchange is achieved by reading or writing to a file descriptor as
container for the underlying structure, be it network connection, a FIFO, a pipe, etc.(all are
considered files). A descriptor table contains the addresses of the files that are pointed to by the
file descriptor. When we create a socket, the operating system will return for it a file descriptor(a
positive integer, if no errors occurred). The descriptor can be used for send and receive
operations on the socket.

Figure 6. A descriptor table and the file descriptor, adapted from [SIK]
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For Stream and Datagram sockets, the operating system modifies the data in the socket,
by adding headers and trailers, before the packet is sent. The reversed process takes place if we
receive a packet. The operating system removes all the details that are irrelevant for the user, and
shows just the user data. The lower layer communication is hidden from the user’s eyes, the user
only has to set the IP address and Port Number via bind() or send() function. For separate,
connectionless datagrams, we can use datagram( UDP transport layer), and for byte stream we
can use Stream( TCP transport layer). Lower level access allow the user to have control over
every bit sent or received, enabling the creation of own transmission protocol.

Figure 7. The relation between the operating system and the socket, adapted from [TUD17]

Lower layer access can be achieved via raw sockets, packet sockets, network drivers and data
link layer API, where the user can modify the parameters of the data layers.
Raw sockets, under the standard Berkeley sockets, allow a similar functionality as Stream or
Datagram sockets, but also the modification of the header and trailer of the lower layer(Network
and Transport layer). Raw sockets receive and send just Internet Protocol packets, because they
are part of Internet socket application program interface.
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Figure 8. An overview of the communication layers and the corresponding socket types,
adapted from [TUD17]

Unfortunately there is no standard API under all operating systems, for using raw and packet
sockets, and therefore the functionality of the application program interfaces is different for each
OS, some operating systems even not allowing some packet types to be received via raw socket.
To

use

raw

socket,

different

access

levels

are

required,

function

of

operating

system(admin/superuser or normal user).
Other variations between the raw socket application program interfaces, is that for some
operating systems the byte order of the packets must be network-byte-order, and for others hostbyte-order. Depending on the OS, there are also different restrictions regarding the types of
packets and protocols that can be used via raw socket. Furthermore, there are a lot of differences
and confusions regarding the definitions, header files and library used between different operating
systems.
Packet socket is used to access the header and trailer of the data link layer and is a
special kind of raw socket for Linux, but its implementation is very different from other operating
systems. For BSD, similar functionalities are achieved via BSD Packet Filter. Unfortunately, not all
operating systems have an easy interface to access the data link layer.

4.2 Linux Socket
Programming raw and packet sockets under Linux is efficient, but the kernel must be compiled
with the flags to enable these features. The socket API includes raw sockets, to send and receive
data packets. Because the raw sockets use header information

and other security relevant

information, the program need admin privileges. Due to nature of the raw sockets, the filtering
based on ports must be realized manually.
When we create a raw socket, any IP based protocol can be selected, such that the
socket receives only messages of that selected type. Using IPPROTO_RAW protocol, means that
the headers will be created manually, allowing to send any IP based protocol. We do not need
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anymore functions like connect() and bind() to bind to network device. Because we are using
unconnected packets, for the raw socket, function like listen() and accept() are not used. If we
enable the IP_HDRINCL flag, the IP headers of RAW sockets is manually created by the
developer, otherwise the header completion is realized automatically.
A limitation of the raw socket, is that it can not receive any IP packets. To access this
feature, we need to use a different type of raw socket, called packet socket, which allows access
to data link layer. Definitions from the Linux kernel are required in order to use the packet socket.
Because of the nature of the packet socket regarding the network functionality and security,
admin access level is required. As for raw sockets, manually filtering on ports must be realized.
Functions like bind(), connect(), listen() or accept(), play no role anymore, since the packet socket
is sending unconnected packets. However, bind() can be used to specify the interface to send the
data link layer packet.

4.3 BSD Raw Sockets
Raw sockets for the BSD system are available, but are more restricted due to security concerns,
in comparison with the Linux OS’ raw socket. Access to the data link layer is enabled just via
Berckeley Packet Filter(BPF), but in order to use this feature, we need to gain admin rights for the
operating system. The raw socket is provided by the interface of the BSD socket, which has
different implementation and header files compared to Linux, making the porting process between
the two systems complicated. Reading packets for protocols like ICMP is enabled using the raw
socket, but reading packets for TCP and UDP is not allowed in the BSD operating system.
Unlike Linux OS, packets can be changed by the operating system prior sending. The
newer versions of BSD will change the IP header length to the nominal size of the header for the
system, overwriting the instructions given by the software developer for the respective socket.
Similar to Linux, working with raw sockets on a BSD operating system, will require admin rights in
order to run the application.
Ports packet filtering need to be done manually, because the raw socket access further
lower layers for the user. Functions like bind() and connect() can be used to set source and target
address automatically in the kernel. Because raw socket is working with unconnected packets,
and the Client-Server call is not present, listen() and accept() functions are not needed.

4.4 BPF Filter
Unix based operating systems allow the access to the data link layer via Berckeley Packet Filter,
in a protocol-independent fashion. The API is compiled into the kernel and offers control to all raw
packets sent or received via Network Interface Controller(NIC).
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The filtering mechanism provides the possibility to filter the packets received, regardless
of their protocol, even TCP and UDP packets. When we set the driver for the network interface in
promiscuous mode, we can access the packets in the network, even if they are for other network
devices. The BPF provides to our application just the packets that pass the filter mechanism, thus
not copying all the packets from the kernel space to the user space and increasing the
performance.
Implementing a BPF filter, requires first to open a device(e.g. /dev/bpf). The operatingsystem assigns to the file descriptor a number, function of the free available device.
Then we need to attach it to a network interface to sniff the packets from. To write
packets, a structure named “ifreq” must be set with the name of the interface(e.g.
ifreq.ifr_name=ed). The attachment to the named interface is done via the control command:

ioctl(file_descriptor_bpf, BIOCSETIF, ifreq);

To receive the packets as soon as they arrive, and not add them in a buffer and wait for the buffer
to be full, we use immediate mode via the control command:

int true=1;

ioctl(file_descriptor_bpf, BIOCIMMEDIATE, &true);

Now that we set the opened device, we can send and receive packets, and we can also associate
a packet filter. The BPF filter is used to intercept just specific packets and exclude all the
unnecessarily packets. A copy of the accepted packet is distributed to each device. Multiple
listeners can share the interface. The BPF filter is working like a machine code on the BPF
register.
The BPF is called before a packet is transmitted, and after a packet is received, in order to
allow accurate time-stamps. To reduce the overhead for BPF, the filtering is done in kernel,
minimizing the size of the data copied from the packet-filter. Copying data from user space to
kernel space is expensive, especially if we need to keep pace with the fast datalinks.
The BPF filter passes just a fragment of the packet to the application. The buffer is copied
to the application only when the timeout for the read expires or the buffer is full. The buffer helps
reducing the number of system calls, and thus the overhead for the system.
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Figure 9. How BPF captures packets, adapted from [MPF]
The filter program consists of series of instructions, with all branches forwardly directed, ended by
a return instruction. The instructions operate on the machine state, which consists of an
accumulator, index register, scratch memory store, and implicit program counter. The following
structure defines the instruction format[FBSDM]:
struct bpf_insn {
u_short code;
u_char jt;
u_char jf;
u_long k;
};

The fields jt and jf

determine the offset of the branch instructions. The set of

instructions(e.g. BPF_LD, BPF_LDX, BPF_ST, BPF_ALU, BPF_JMP, BPF_RET) are composed
in the class via the OR operator, from different modes and operator bits. For our purpose, we
denote A as the accumulator, X as the index register, P[] as packet data, and M[] as scratch
memory store. The syntax P[i:n] returns the data( as word for n=4, unsigned halfword for n=2, or
unsigned byte for n=1) at byte offset “i” in the packet. The M[i] instruction gives the word at iposition in the scratch memory store and “len” represents the length of the packet.
The BPF_LD instruction copy a value into the accumulator. The source operand can be a
constant(BPF_IMM), packet data at a fixed(BPF_ABS) or variable(BPF_IND) offset, the packet
length (BPF_LEN), or a word in the scratch memory store (BPF_MEM).[FBSDM]. The data size is
set as word (BPF_W), halfword (BPF_H), or byte (BPF_B). The BPF_LD can form the following
combinations [FBSDM]:
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BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_ABS
BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_ABS
BPF_LD+BPF_B+BPF_ABS
BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_IND
BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_IND
BPF_LD+BPF_B+BPF_IND
BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_LEN
BPF_LD+BPF_IMM
BPF_LD+BPF_MEM

A <- P[k:4]
A <- P[k:2]
A <- P[k:1]
A <- P[X+k:4]
A <- P[X+k:2]
A <- P[X+k:1]
A <- len
A <- k
A <- M[k]

The BPF_JMP instructions modify the flow of execution, based on the comparison of the
accumulator against a constant(BPF_K) or the index register(BPF_X). If the result is true or
different than zero, the true side is taken, otherwise the false side. All conditionals use unsigned
comparison

conventions.

The

following

combinations

can

be

realized

with

this

instruction[FBSDM]:

BPF_JMP+BPF_JA
BPF_JMP+BPF_JGT+BPF_K
BPF_JMP+BPF_JGE+BPF_K
BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K
BPF_JMP+BPF_JSET+BPF_K
BPF_JMP+BPF_JGT+BPF_X
BPF_JMP+BPF_JGE+BPF_X
BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_X
BPF_JMP+BPF_JSET+BPF_X

pc += k
pc += (A > k) ? jt : jf
pc += (A >= k) ? jt : jf
pc += (A == k) ? jt : jf
pc += (A & k) ? jt : jf
pc += (A > X) ? jt : jf
pc += (A >= X) ? jt : jf
pc += (A == X) ? jt : jf
pc += (A & X) ? jt : jf

The BPF_RET instruction stops the filter program and return the number of packets to accept. A
return value of zero indicates that the packet should be ignored. The return value is either a
constant (BPF_K) or the accumulator (BPF_A). [FBSDM]
BPF_RET+BPF_A
BPF_RET+BPF_K

BPF_STMT(opcode, operand)

accept A bytes
accept k bytes

and BPF_JUMP(opcode, operand, true_offset, false_offset)

macros, are used to make easy the array initializers.
The filter implemented for Profinet is implemented as follows [FBSDM]:
//accepted packets

#define ETHERTYPE_PROFINET
#define ETHERTYPE_ARP
#define ETHERTYPE_IP
#define ETHERTYPE_VLAN
#define ETHERTYPE_LLDB
struct bpf_insn insns[] = {
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0x0806
0x0800
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BPF_STMT(BPF_LD +BPF_H+ BPF_ABS, 12), // load Ethertype (first 12b are src and dst addresses)
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, ETHERTYPE_PROFINET, 4, 0), //match EtherType(halfWord) in packt-byte12?
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, ETHERTYPE_ARP, 3, 0), //if true, jump next else compares and save all packet
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, ETHERTYPE_IP, 2, 0), //if false, go compare EtherType to next type
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, ETHERTYPE_VLAN, 1, 0),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, ETHERTYPE_LLDB, 0, 1),
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET+BPF_K, (u_int)-1), // true: we keep the whole packet
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET+BPF_K, 0), // false: dropped
};

To set the bpf filter, we need to give the following instructions:

struct bpf_program filter = { .bf_insns = insns, .bf_len = (sizeof(insns)/sizeof(struct bpf_insn)) };
// Get a file descriptor
if ((pHandle->sockfd = open("/dev/bpf", O_RDWR)) < 0)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "afpacket_open: open bpf failed");
pHandle->sockfd = 0;
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
// set BPF filter
if( (afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCSETF, &filter)) < 0) {
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_setup: Could not set BPF filter with
0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}

To read from the filter, we need to allocate first a buffer. Then we call the read function for the
opened file descriptor, and access the packets allowed by the BPF filter.

buf = (struct bpf_hdr *) malloc(buflen);
read((pHandle->sockfd, buf, buflen);
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Chapter 5
Porting from Linux to QNX
This chapter focuses on the main changes needed in the porting process of Linux operating
system to QNX, and is based on [HTPM][PNC][QSPN]. In the first chapter we will see what are
the most important hardware and software characteristics for our system, and we will consider the
high-level layer instructions given by the Profinet Porting Manual. In the second chapter we will
analyze the low-level layer implementation of the Profinet Driver, and the changes needed in
order to adapt the system to our network interface. Then we will make a comparison between
QNX and Linux taking into account the requirements of the medical industry. Furthermore, we will
make an assessment of the impact made by the porting process for our device and we will
present some concepts related to the medical industry. Finally, we will show the testing procedure
for the communication between the devices via Profinet. The system is ported in such a way, that
the Linux-based computer can use the Profinet Driver, just by modifying the system-type macro.

5.1 System overview and high-level porting instructions

Profinet Driver(PNDriver) is a software development kit that provides the possibility to produce
own specific PROFINET controller. Our embedded device, called CCOM, is an industrial PC, that
requires a real-time operating system(QNX Neutrino) and communicates with another hardware
components via CAN, Ethernet and other protocols, in order to manage different tasks. The
CCOM is responsible for the preprocessing phase of the image captured, for computing the
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adequate X-ray dose for the patients and for the acquisition process in the overall system.
Furthermore, the CCOM manages the location of the moving arm and the trajectory for the next
position, taking into account the collision possibility (via collision detection mechanism).
For 3D-imaging, the CCOM is capable to plan the movement of the system, and the best
position to start the procedure, such that the system can deliver the best quality for the image.
The CCOM also ensures the integration of the EKG signals in the imaging system. Other
deterministic details, such as the water concentration in the patient’s body, are processed by the
CCOM, in order to adjust the radiation dose for the next image acquisition.
For our device, we will use QNX Neutrino as embedded real-time operating system, so we
will need to port Profinet from the available given implementation (Linux Debian RTOS). As IDE,
we will use QNX Momentics, because of the debug and test features available for QNX real-time
operating system. CCOM has a x86/3195MHz CPU, 2979MB system memory and has
conformance class B, and communicates with the F-CPU (fail-safe CPU). F-CPU is the Master
(conformance class C), and receives, process and distributes the signals for all Profinet
components, including CCOM (via Profinet Stack). F-CPU processes all the safe signals, provided
via ProfiSafe, and if the signal is adequate, it distributes the signal further to other components.
For security reasons, for both components we will assign a standard IP address, for example the
CCCOM is set to 192.168.1.2, and F-CPU is set to 192.168.1.3.
PN Driver, Embedded Profinet System(EPS) and the Profinet Stack should be compiled
as a 32-bit application, for little endian machines. To enable the porting process of the Profinet
Driver, Embedded Profinet System groups together the Profinet Stack, drivers, shared services
and abstraction layers. Profinet Driver allows user to implement automation tasks(via IO-Base
API), and extends Embedded Profinet System with an IO Controller.

Figure 10. PnDriver Architecture, adapted from [HTPM]
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The Embedded Profinet System is composed of an API to start and stop the Profinet
Stack, locks, threads, timers, memory manager and events handlers. The Profinet Stack has a
logical device (LD) layer, containing all Profinet components with an IP address, and a Hardware
Device(HD) layer, which contains L2 protocol layer( MAC address) and context management for
Profinet.
The requests to the operating system are abstracted, but also the hardware platform(EPS
PLF) and the applications(EPS APP). The Embedded Profinet System also provides a library of
sample drivers for different network adapters (Profinet Device Driver) and a diagnostic trace
system.
At compilation, the Profinet Driver internal components and configurations are set,
depending on the target operating system and the required functionality. Sample implementations
for the application are offered for the following operating systems and Ethernet adapters, as
presented in the table below.

Table 3. PNDriver sample implementations[HTPM]
Operating System

Ethernet Device Driver

Supported Adapters for
Ethernet

User Space

Kernel Space

EDDS

PNDevDriver

Springville and Hartwell

EDDS

Any driver

Standard Ethernet Adapters

EDDS

Any driver

Standard Ethernet Adapters

EDDS

PNDevDriver

Integrated LAN

EDDI

IRTE

Integrated LAN on CP1625

Linux Debian OS(PC)
Windows 10(PC)
Linux on embedded device
(Siemens IOT20x0)
Linux on embedded device
(CP1625 board)

After an assessment of the Profinet Driver sample applications, we chose to port from the Linux
Native (Debian with real-time Patch) operating system to QNX RTOS, because the Linux
operating system is POSIX compliant, and have similar operating system function calls as QNX,
but also because it uses a standard network interface(see the following figure).
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Figure 11. PN Driver test application with Debian for standard NIC, adapted from [HTPM]
Profinet Driver uses Embedded Profinet System to call the operating system and the hardware.
Changing EPS in relation to the given operating system and hardware, we can port the Profinet
Driver. For QNX OS, we need to provide a lower layer implementation to EDDS as described in
the next chapter. POSIX functions and POSIX macros are used for the abstraction of the
operating system. The macros can be linked directly to a function, specific to the underlying
operating system, as shown in the table below.

Table 4. POSIX functions & POSIX macros for the abstraction of the operating system[HTPM]
EPS output function

POSIX implementation

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_INIT

int pthread_attr_init(pthread_attr_t *attr);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_DESTROY

int pthread_attr_destroy(pthread_attr_t *attr)

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETINHERITSCHED

int pthread_attr_setinheritsched(pthread_attr_t *attr, int inheritsched);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSTACK
EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSTACKSIZE

int pthread_attr_setstack(pthread_attr_t *attr, void *stackaddr, size_t stacksize)

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPARAM

int pthread_attr_setschedparam(pthread_attr_t*attr,const struct sched_param par);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPOLICY

int pthread_attr_setschedpolicy(pthread_attr_t *attr, int policy);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETNAME

int pthread_attr_setname(pthread_attr_t * attr, const char *name)

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_CREATE

int pthread_create(pthread_t*t,pthread_attr_t*attr,void*(*start_routine)(void*),void*arg);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_JOIN

int pthread_join(pthread_t thread, void** th_ret);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_KILL

int pthread_kill(pthread_t thread, int sig);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_MUTEX_DESTROY

int pthread_mutex_destroy(pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_MUTEX_INIT

int pthread_mutex_init(pthread_mutex_t *mutex,const pthread_mutexattr_t *attr);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_MUTEX_LOCK

int pthread_mutex_lock(pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_MUTEX_UNLOCK

int pthread_mutex_unlock(pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_GETSCHEDPARAM

int pthread_getschedparam(pthread_t thread, int*policy, struct sched_param*param)

EPS_POSIX_TIMER_CREATE

int timer_create(clockid_t clockid, struct sigevent * evp,timer_t * timerid);

EPS_POSIX_TIMER_SETTIME

int timer_settime(timer_t tId, int flags,struct itimerspec* value,struct itimerspec* ovalue);

EPS_POSIX_TIMER_DELETE

int timer_delete(timer_t timerid)

EPS_POSIX_SEM_INIT

int sem_init(sem_t *sem, int pshared, unsigned value);

EPS_POSIX_SEM_DESTROY

int sem_destroy(sem_t *sem);

EPS_POSIX_SEM_WAIT

int sem_wait(sem_t *sem);
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The preprocessor macro EPS_RTOS_CFG_INCLUDE_H must be defined for the compiler with
the configuration header for the operating system, in order to provide information about the
platform (e.g. “-DEPS_RTOS_CFG_INCLUDE_H=eps_posix_cfg_qnx.h).
The platform independency of the PN Driver is realized by Embedded Profinet System
platform abstraction(also referred as EPS PLF). Platform-specific calls are performed through
EPS by calling EPS_PLF_XXX output functions.
In the following sample code, we will present how some of the EPS PLF interface
functions are implemented in order to port the system from Linux to QNX operating system.

The EPS_PLF_MAP_MEMORY interface function, maps the memory from the PCI tree to the
user space, and has the following structure:
LSA_BOOL EPS_PLF_MAP_MEMORY(LSA_UINT8** pBase, LSA_UINT32 uBase, LSA_UINT32 uSize)
{
int mem_fd;
if ((mem_fd = open("/dev/mem", O_RDWR | O_SYNC)) < 0)
{
EPS_SYSTEM_TRACE_00(0, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "EPS_PLF_MAP_MEMORY(): can't open
/dev/mem");
return LSA_FALSE;
}
/* memory map */
*pBase = mmap(NULL,
/* no specific address needed*/
uSize,
/* Map length*/
PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE, /* Enable reading & writting to mapped memory*/
MAP_SHARED,
/* Shared with other processes, so its uncached*/
mem_fd,
/* File to map */
uOffset
/* address offset*/
);
if (close(mem_fd) != 0)
{
EPS_SYSTEM_TRACE_00(0, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "EPS_PLF_MAP_MEMORY(): can't close
/dev/mem");
}
if (*pBase == MAP_FAILED)
{
EPS_SYSTEM_TRACE_02(0, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "EPS_PLF_MAP_MEMORY(): error while mmap
(uOffset: 0x%08x, uSize: 0x%08x)", uOffset, uSize);
return LSA_FALSE;
}
return LSA_TRUE;
}

The EPS_PLF_UNMAP_MEMORY interface function unmaps memory from the PCI tree to the
user space, and is part of the EPS platform interface.
LSA_BOOL EPS_PLF_UNMAP_MEMORY(LSA_UINT8* pBase, LSA_UINT32 uSize)
{
int retval = 0;
/* memory unmap */
retval = munmap(pBase, uSize);
if (retval == 0)
{
return LSA_TRUE;
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}
else
{
EPS_SYSTEM_TRACE_02(0, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "EPS_PLF_UNMAP_MEMORY(): error while munmap
(pBase: 0x%08x, uSize: 0x%08x)", pBase, uSize);
return LSA_FALSE;
}
}

For the Embedded Profinet System to work properly, we need to implement EPS output-function
specific to our system, as shown in figure below.

Figure 12. EPS APP - application abstraction concept, adapted from [HTPM]

Modifying the Embedded Profinet System related output function, we can redefine the
functionality of Profinet Driver. PN Driver has contact with EPS APP Interface, but not directly with
the Embedded Profinet System. The system functionality, Ethernet drivers, system exceptions,
LED control and MAC address is given by the EPS APP output functions.
The interface for handling of system specific functionality, will take care of the driver
installation, data transfer between different CPU systems and preparation of firmware files.
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The Ethernet driver interface facilitates the integration of customer-specific drivers, with
the help of

Embedded Profinet System, which provides adaptations for access to Ethernet

devices.
The system exception interface for exception handling allows the user to change these
output functions according to the operating system, in order to register debug information. The
interface for LED control can be used to implement a product-specific handler for location
signaling. It is important for the user to provide MAC addresses for the EPS APP interface, if nonSiemens hardware is used.

INTERFACE
System functionality

EPS APP output function
EPS_APP_INIT
EPS_APP_UNDO_INIT
EPS_APP_ALLOC_FILE

Driver adaptation

EPS_APP_INSTALL_DRV_OPEN
EPS_APP_UNINSTALL_DRV_CLOSE

System exception

EPS_APP_KILL_EPS
EPS_APP_HALT
EPS_APP_FATAL_HOOK
EPS_APP_SAVE_DUMP_FILE

LED control

EPS_APP_LL_LED_SET_MODE

MAC address

EPS_APP_GET_MAC_ADDR

Table 5. EPS APP interfaces and output functions [HTPM]
For the system functionality interface, we will take a closer look at the implementation for some of
the most important functions, as presented in the following lines of code.

“EPS_APP_INIT” function provides local and local-fast memory, but also manages the installation
of the shared memory driver, host interface driver and hardware device driver. Furthermore, the
initial log level for tracing is set in this function, as shown below.
LSA_VOID EPS_APP_INIT(LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE hSys, EPS_HW_INFO_PTR_TYPE pEpsHw) 1
{
EPS_SHM_INSTALL_ARGS_TYPE NoShmDrvArgs;
eps_plf_install_exc_handler(); // installs signal handler wich is needed for using signals in Linux!
NoShmDrvArgs.pAppReadyCbf
= eps_plf_eps_appready;
NoShmDrvArgs.pAppShutdownCbf = eps_plf_eps_appshutdown;
PNIO_DEBUG_SETTINGS_PTR_TYPE DebugSetting = (PNIO_DEBUG_SETTINGS_PTR_TYPE)hSys;
g_DebugSetting = *(PNIO_DEBUG_SETTINGS_PTR_TYPE)hSys;

1
The function is truncated here, due to size constraints. The entire function’s source code is available at the end of this
document(see reference nr.1).
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if(DebugSetting->CbfPntrcBufferFull != LSA_NULL)
{
pntrc_set_log_levels_from_components(InitLogLevels, DebugSetting->TraceLevels, PNIO_TRACE_COMP_NUM);
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.pInitLogLevels
= &InitLogLevels[0];
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.bUseInitLogLevels = LSA_TRUE;
}
else
{
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.bUseInitLogLevels = LSA_FALSE;
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.pInitLogLevels
= LSA_NULL;
}
NoShmDrvArgs.pTraceBufferFullCbf = eps_plf_trace_buffer_full;
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.bIsTopMostCPU = LSA_TRUE;
/* Install drivers */
eps_noshmdrv_install(&NoShmDrvArgs); /* Install EPS Shortcut driver*/
eps_hif_short_drv_install();
/* Install HIF Shortcut driver*/
eps_ipc_pndevdrv_drv_install(); /* Install PnDevDrv IPC driver */
eps_hif_universal_drv_install();
eps_hif_ipcsiedma_drv_install(); /* HIF IPC Driver uses PnDevDrv IPC driver */
EPS_ASSERT(pEpsHw != LSA_NULL);
/* Init Hw structure*/
eps_memset(pEpsHw, 0, sizeof(*pEpsHw));
pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.lSize = 0x4000000; //Size of local mem used by PN Driver
pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.pBase = (LSA_UINT8*)malloc(pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.lSize);
// When using eps_stdmacdrv_install() you need to provide the physical address of the local mem
pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.uPhyAddr = (LSA_UINT32)pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.pBase;
/* Fast Memory */
pEpsHw->FastMemPool.uPhyAddr = 0x00000000; /* No Specialized Fast Mem Used */
pEpsHw->FastMemPool.pBase
= 0x00000000; /* Take Fast Mem From Local Mem */
pEpsHw->FastMemPool.lSize
= 0x10000; /* Local Memory for Pntrc*/
if (PNIO_RET_OK != pnd_alloc_critical_section(&trc_lock, PNIO_FALSE))
{
EPS_FATAL("Not supported PLF type.");
}
if (geteuid() != 0)//check if application is started using sudo
{
EPS_FATAL("The application must be started with superuser permissions!");
}
else{
eps_pndevdrv_install();
}
}

Profinet Driver calls Embedded Profinet System via "SERV_CP_init", at the beginning of the
operation. Afterward, EPS performs a callback to Profinet Driver using the function
"EPS_APP_INIT", as we can observe from the figure below.
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Figure 13. Interaction between EPS and PN Driver at "SERV_CP_init”, adapted from [HTPM]

For driver adaption, from the EPS APP interface category, we will take a closer look at the
implementation for the function “EPS_APP_INSTALL_DRV_OPEN”. For this function we need to
install the device driver for the specific operating system(e.g. calling "eps_afpacketdrv_install"),
as we can observe in the following code.

LSA_VOID EPS_APP_INSTALL_DRV_OPEN(PSI_LD_RUNS_ON_TYPE ldRunsOnType)
{
LSA_UNUSED_ARG(ldRunsOnType);
// Embedded driver for SOC1 variant provided by EPS
#if (EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_SOC_MIPS || EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1)
eps_pn_soc1_drv_install();

/* Install EPS SOC1-Driver */

#endif

#if (EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_WINDOWS_X86 && !defined(EPS_CFG_USE_PNDEVDRV))
eps_wpcapdrv_install();
preprocessor settings */

/* Install EPS WPCAP-Driver NOTE: Define EDDS_CFG_HW_PACKET32 in

#endif

#ifdef PSI_CFG_EDDS_AFPACKET
eps_afpacketdrv_install();
#endif
}
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When Profinet Driver is starting, the Embedded Profinet System is called with the help of
"SERV_CP_startup" function. Afterward, EPS performs a callback to Profient Driver by calling the
"EPS_APP_INSTALL_DRV_OPEN" function.
Then, Embedded Profinet System uses the installed Profinet Device Driver to access
Ethernet adapter. EPS calls every registered Profient Device Driver to check if the Ethernet
adapter at respective MAC Address can be opened, until one driver is found that supports the
adapter.
The architecture of the Embedded Profinet System is designed with the help of interfaces,
where the hardware specific functionality is used via the implemented interface functions. The
Embedded Profinet System calls the interface, but not the driver itself. Each driver has to provide
an "install()" function to implement the interface and to register the function, as well as an
"uninstall()" function.

Figure 14. PN Device Driver interface overview, adapted from [HTPM]

From the available sample implementations, we choose “eps_afpacketdrv” for “Linux
AF_PACKET”, because the implementation helps in the porting process, having commonalities
with the QNX’ low-level network architecture and system calls.
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The

subroutine

that

will

implement

the

Profient

Device

Driver

interface

will

call

“eps_pndev_if_register_device” function to register a Profinet board in the registered devices
storage. We implemented this function as presented in the following lines of code:

LSA_VOID eps_pndev_if_register_device(EPS_PNDEV_IF_DEV_INFO_CONST_PTR_TYPE pDev)
{
LSA_UINT32 i;
LSA_BOOL bSuccess = LSA_FALSE;
EPS_ASSERT(g_pEpsPnDevIfStore != LSA_NULL);

for(i=0; i<EPS_CFG_PN_DRV_IF_MAX_BOARD_INFO; i++)
{
if(!g_pEpsPnDevIfStore->sRegisteredDevInfoStore[i].bUsed)
{
g_pEpsPnDevIfStore->sRegisteredDevInfoStore[i].sDevInfo = *pDev;
g_pEpsPnDevIfStore->sRegisteredDevInfoStore[i].bUsed = LSA_TRUE;
bSuccess = LSA_TRUE;
break;
}
}
EPS_ASSERT(bSuccess == LSA_TRUE);
}

The function eps_pndev_if_register” is called at "eps_open" in EPS_APP_INSTALL_DRV_OPEN.
EPS calls this function to set the dependent driver function calls. The implementation for this
function, is presented in the following code snippet.

LSA_VOID eps_pndev_if_register(EPS_PNDEV_IF_CONST_PTR_TYPE pPnDevIf)
{
LSA_UINT32 i;
EPS_ASSERT(pPnDevIf != LSA_NULL);
EPS_ASSERT(g_pEpsPnDevIfStore != LSA_NULL);
EPS_ASSERT(pPnDevIf->close != LSA_NULL);
EPS_ASSERT(pPnDevIf->open != LSA_NULL);
EPS_ASSERT(pPnDevIf->uninstall != LSA_NULL);
EPS_ASSERT(pPnDevIf->pn_dev_drv_type != PSI_PNDEV_DRIVER_UNDEFINED);
for(i=0; i<EPS_CFG_PN_DRV_IF_MAX; i++)
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{
if(!g_pEpsPnDevIfStore->sInterface[i].bUsed)
{
g_pEpsPnDevIfStore->sInterface[i].g_EpsPnDevIf = *pPnDevIf;
g_pEpsPnDevIfStore->sInterface[i].bUsed

= LSA_TRUE;

return;
}
}
EPS_FATAL("Not enough free interfaces to register a new one"); /* If Overflow */
}

The components of the PROFINET stack are configured and connected by the component
Profinet System Integration(PSI). PSI itself requires precompile settings. We also mapped the
POSIX macros from Linux to QNX operating system, in order to realize the hardware
abstraction(e.g.pthread_attr_init()).The following definition must be done in <config_file.h> in
accordance with the used lower layer. For AF_PACKET lower layer, we will define “#define
PSI_CFG_EDDS_AFPACKET”.
Our

defined

threads

and

their

priority

are

implemented

in

the

file

“/pnbords/eps/epssys/src/eps_tasks.c”. The affinity of the CPU(setting working CPU), is
implemented

for

the

QNX

real-time

operating

system

in

the

function

“eps_tasks_start_thread_internal”, and is presented in the following lines of code.
static LSA_UINT16 eps_tasks_start_thread_internal( EPS_THREAD_PTR_TYPE const pThread ) 2
{
LSA_INT ret_val;
struct sched_param th_param;
pthread_attr_t th_attr;
struct _thread_runmask executiveCore;
char thread_name_id[100];
// Init Sync event if needed
if (pThread->Startup.bWaitTillStarted)
{ ret_val = eps_alloc_event(&pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == LSA_RET_OK);
}
pThread->eState = eThStarting;
// Init thread attributes
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_INIT(&th_attr);
// Enable explicitly to set individual scheduling parameters
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETINHERITSCHED(&th_attr, PTHREAD_EXPLICIT_SCHED);
// Set scheduling policy and priority
switch (pThread->eSchedType)
{
case eSchedFifo:
{
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPOLICY(&th_attr, SCHED_FIFO);
th_param.sched_priority = pThread->Prio;
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPARAM(&th_attr, &th_param);
2

The function is truncated here, due to size constraints. The entire function’s source code is available at the end of this
document(see reference nr.1).
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break;
}
case eSchedRR:
{
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPOLICY(&th_attr, SCHED_RR);
th_param.sched_priority = pThread->Prio;
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPARAM(&th_attr, &th_param);
break;
}
case eSchedOther:
default:
{
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPOLICY(&th_attr, SCHED_OTHER);
th_param.sched_priority = 0;
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPARAM(&th_attr, &th_param);
break;
}
}
// Set stack and stack size
#ifdef EPS_CFG_USE_LOCAL_STACK_FOR_THREADS
pThread->pStack = (LSA_UINT8*)eps_mem_alloc( pThread->uStackSize, LSA_COMP_ID_PNBOARDS,
PSI_MTYPE_IGNORE );
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSTACK(&th_attr, pThread->pStack, pThread->uStackSize);
#else
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSTACKSIZE(&th_attr, pThread->uStackSize);
#endif
// set Corecd test
CPU_ZERO(&executiveCore);
CPU_SET(pThread->elogicalCPU, &executiveCore);
unsigned int Runmask = 0;
RMSK_SET(pThread->elogicalCPU, &Runmask);//set CPU
ret_val = ThreadCtl( _NTO_TCTL_RUNMASK, (unsigned int*)Runmask);
// Set argument to the task data structure used for creation
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_CREATE(&(pThread->hOsHandle), &th_attr, eps_tasks_thread_proc_internal, pThread);
// Wait for sync event if needed
if (pThread->Startup.bWaitTillStarted)
{
LSA_RESPONSE_TYPE retValEvent;
retValEvent = eps_wait_event(pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent, PSI_EVENT_NO_TIMEOUT);
eps_reset_event(pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent);
ret_val = eps_free_event(pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent);
pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent = 0;
}
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_DESTROY(&th_attr);
return LSA_RET_OK;
}

5.2 Low-level layer implementation of Ethernet Device
Driver for Standard MAC
The software component Ethernet Device Driver for “Standard MAC” (EDDS) requires a low-level
layer implementation for its interface. EDDS controls the Ethernet controller calling this lower layer
implementation. In Profinet Driver delivery, four sets of lower layer implementations are provided.
We will choose the AF_PACKET low-level layer to access any network interface over standard
AF_PACKET interface. The Profinet Device Driver must provide this set of low-level layer
functions in the structure "EPS_BOARD_EDDS_TYPE". The structure of the Profinet Device
Driver interface is presented in the figure below.
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Figure 15. Integration of the low-level layer to PNDevDriver, adapted from [HTPM]

The Ethernet Device Driver for Standard MAC is responsible for handling send and
receive interrupts from the Ethernet adapter. The Ethernet Device Driver is called in a cyclic
manner. A polling thread triggers the event to call the Ethernet Device Driver. The cyclic polling
thread must be set with the scheduling policy “Run to Completion” (also called FIFO scheduling).
We must ensure that no other thread disrupts the work of the polling thread. If no other interrupts
occurs, this ensures that the thread is triggered periodically and that the thread finishes its job
before the next trigger take place.
To optimize the polling mode, the thread must contain an adaptive wait mechanism. The
functions

"eps_tasks_start_poll_thread()"

set

up

a

normal

polling

thread,

and

the

"eps_tasks_start_us_poll_thread()" function, a high performance polling thread. A normal polling
thread or a high performance polling thread with adaptive wait mechanism is started, depending
on the priority of the calling thread. To perform as a high performance polling thread, we need to
assign it "EPS_POSIX_THREAD_PRIORITY_HIGH_PERFORMANCE" priority, otherwise it will
execute as a normal polling thread.
A callback function "eps_tasks_thread_proc_internal()" is shared by all threads. This
callback function uses a normal polling thread structure(e.g. for reoccurring, normal tasks) or a
high performance polling thread implementation for the most important tasks. The high
performance polling thread with adaptive wait mechanism is fully implemented in the function
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"eps_tasks_hp_poll_thread_proc_internal()". The scope of the adaptive wait mechanism is to call
the high performance callback function one time per cycle. This cycle must be precise and
periodic. The function "nanosleep()" is called with ‘n’ sleep time, for the rest of the cycle. The
sleep time ‘n’, is computed per cycle, in order to give a periodic time-stamp.
For the ‘afpacket’ low-level interface, the implementation of the functions for the
underlying QNX operating system is presented in the next pages. We modified the way the MAC
Address is found in the ‘eps_afpacketdrv_register_device_infos’ function, which stores all
available AF_Packet drivers into a management structure. The implementation of the
‘eps_afpacketdrv_register_device_infos’ function is presented in the following lines of code:

static LSA_VOID eps_afpacketdrv_register_device_infos(LSA_VOID)
{
EPS_PNDEV_IF_DEV_INFO_TYPE sPnDevInfo;
struct ifaddrs *alldev = LSA_NULL;
struct ifaddrs *dev = LSA_NULL;
if (getifaddrs(&alldev) < 0)
{ EPS_FATAL("Could not register supported devices!"); }
else {
for(dev = alldev; dev != LSA_NULL; dev = dev->ifa_next)
{
if(dev->ifa_addr && (dev->ifa_addr->sa_family == AF_LINK) && (dev->ifa_flags & IFF_LOOPBACK) == 0/* Skip
loopback interface */)
{
unsigned char *ptr = (unsigned char *)LLADDR((struct sockaddr_dl *)(dev)->ifa_addr);
sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[0] = (LSA_UINT8) *(ptr + 0);
sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[1] = (LSA_UINT8) *(ptr + 1);
sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[2] = (LSA_UINT8) *(ptr + 2);
sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[3] = (LSA_UINT8) *(ptr + 3);
sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[4] = (LSA_UINT8) *(ptr + 4);
sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[5] = (LSA_UINT8) *(ptr + 5);
EPS_SYSTEM_TRACE_06(0, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_NOTE, "eps_afpacketdrv_register_device_infos: Found
device with MAC- address %02x:%02x:%02x:%02x:%02x:%02x", sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[0], sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[1],
sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[2], sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[3], sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[4], sPnDevInfo.uMacAddr[5]);
sPnDevInfo.uEddType = LSA_COMP_ID_EDDS;
sPnDevInfo.uMacAddrValid = 1;
eps_afpacketdrv_get_pci_location(&sPnDevInfo, dev->ifa_name);
eps_pndev_if_register_device(&sPnDevInfo);
eps_afpacketdrv_store_to_global_data(sPnDevInfo, dev->ifa_name);
}
}
}
freeifaddrs(alldev);
}

In the function ‘afpacket_open’, which initialize low-level AF_PACKET Ethernet-Controller
using device parameter block, we modified the socket characteristics, to match the QNX real-time
operating system interface.
We set the handler, the tracer and other characteristics from the input data given by the
function’s parameters, initialize the data for statistic purposes(e.g.packets dropped, broadcast
packets), check the length of the buffer, allocate send and receive packet structure, and define
the capacities for the communication channel.
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LSA_RESULT afpacket_open(LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE pLLManagement, EDDS_HANDLE hDDB,
EDDS_UPPER_DPB_PTR_TO_CONST_TYPE pDPB, LSA_UINT32 TraceIdx,
EDDS_LOCAL_EDDS_LL_CAPS_PTR_TYPE pCaps ) 3
{
LSA_RESULT Result = EDD_STS_OK;
AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle= (AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE) pLLManagement;
AFPACKET_LL_PARAMETER_PTR_TYPE param =
(AFPACKET_LL_PARAMETER_PTR_TYPE) pDPB->pLLParameter;
pHandle->RxDropCnt=0; pHandle->LL_Stats.InOctets= 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InUcastPkts= 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.InNUcastPkts= 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutOctets = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.OutUcastPkts = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.OutNUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InMulticastPkts = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.InBroadcastPkts = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.OutMulticastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutBroadcastPkts = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCOctets = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCMulticastPkts = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCBroadcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutHCOctets = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.OutHCUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutHCMulticastPkts = 0; pHandle->LL_Stats.OutHCBroadcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->pRecvPacket = 0; pHandle->initData = *param; pHandle->hSysDev = pDPB->hSysDev;
strcpy(pHandle->ifr.ifr_name, pHandle->initData.ifname);
//check the predefined behaviour for length
if (EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH < (EDD_IEEE_FRAME_LENGTH_WITH_CRC + EDD_VLAN_TAG_SIZE))
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_02(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_open: invalid
EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_ABORT;
}
/** allocate send packet structure */
EDDS_ALLOC_TX_TRANSFER_BUFFER_MEM(pHandle->hSysDev, &pHandle->pSendBuffer,
EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH);
pHandle->afpacket.tmpRecvBuffer = (LSA_UINT8 *) malloc(EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH); //to receive data
memset(pHandle->afpacket.tmpRecvBuffer,0,EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH);
/** allocate receive packet structure */
EDDS_ALLOC_RX_TRANSFER_BUFFER_MEM(pDPB->hSysDev, &pHandle->pRecvBuffer,
EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH);
/** set capacities */
pCaps->HWFeatures = EDDS_LL_CAPS_HWF_PHY_POWER_OFF;
pCaps->PortCnt = AFPACKET_SUPPORTED_PORTS;
pCaps->MaxFrameSize = 1536;
pHandle->linkState = AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_DISCONNECTED;
pHandle->afpacket.sentPackets = 0;
EDDS_ALLOC_LOCAL_MEM(&(pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.pElement), (pDPB->TxBufferCnt + 1)*
(sizeof(*(pHandle- >afpacket.sendQueue.pElement))));
EDDS_MEMSET_LOCAL((pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.pElement), 0, (pDPB->TxBufferCnt + 1)* (sizeof(*(pHandle>afpacket.sendQueue.pElement))));
pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.index_next = 0;
pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.index_start = 0;
pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.size = pDPB->TxBufferCnt + 1;
pHandle->sockfd = open("/dev/bpf", O_RDWR)); // Get a file descriptor
}
return Result;
}

In the ‘afpacket_setup’ function, which configures the lower layer interface and starts the
Ethernet-controller, we provide the necessary parameters for the socket, taking into account the
QNX RTOS requirements. We set the name of the interface as defined in the handler, then we
bind to the real interface, set it in the promiscuous mode to access the traffic destined to all
network hosts, and set the mode to return packets immediately. We also disable the automatic
3

The function is truncated here, due to size constraints. The entire function’s source code is available at the end of this
document(see reference nr.3).
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header completion for BPF, we get the internal buffer length and also set the BPF filter.
Furthermore, we set the socket in non-blocking mode in order to not block our program until its
specific tasks are done. Finally, we check the communication status, and if everything is working
properly, we proceed getting the MAC address for the port, and we set and start the send thread.
LSA_RESULT afpacket_setup(LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE pLLManagement, EDDS_UPPER_DSB_PTR_TYPE pDSB,
EDDS_LOCAL_LL_HW_PARAM_PTR_TYPE pHwParam) 4
{
int idx; LSA_RESULT Result= EDD_STS_OK; int afpacketResp; struct ifreq iface;
int promiscuous= 1; int setimmediate= 1; int hdr_complete = 1;
AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle = (AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE) pLLManagement;
strncpy(iface.ifr_name, pHandle->ifr.ifr_name, sizeof(pHandle->ifr.ifr_name));
afpacketResp =ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCSETIF, &iface); //bind to real interface
afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCPROMISC, &promiscuous); //set promiscous mode
pHandle->ifr.ifr_flags |= IFF_PROMISC;
afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCIMMEDIATE, &setimmediate);//set immediate pkt return, not when buffer full
afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCSHDRCMPLT , &hdr_complete); // disable ethernet header completion for BPF
afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCGBLEN, &buffer_len); // retrieve internal buffer length
bpf_buffer = (struct bpf_hdr *) calloc(buffer_len, sizeof(struct bpf_hdr *));
afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCSETF, &filter); // set BPF filter
afpacketResp= fcntl(pHandle->sockfd, F_SETFL, fcntl(pHandle->sockfd, F_GETFL) | O_NONBLOCK));// set non-blocking
Result = afpacket_get_connect_status(pHandle, &pHandle->link_stat);
for(int i=0; i<EDD_MAC_ADDR_SIZE; i++)
{ pHandle->interfaceMacAdr.MacAdr[i] = (LSA_UINT8)pDSB->MACAddress[0].MacAdr[i]; } //get MAC addresses
for (idx = 1; idx <= AFPACKET_SUPPORTED_PORTS; ++idx) // /* port MAC addresses */
{
pHandle->portmac[idx - 1] = pDSB->MACAddress[idx];
pHwParam->MACAddressPort[idx - 1] = pHandle->portmac[idx - 1];
}
pHandle->isLinkStateChanged = LSA_FALSE;
pHandle->newPHYPower = EDDS_PHY_POWER_UNCHANGED;
for (idx = 0; idx < AFPACKET_SUPPORTED_PORTS; idx++)
{ pHandle->PortStatus[idx] = EDD_PORT_PRESENT; }
}
//Setup and start the send thread
/* get initial phy power status and configured link speed mode */
if (EDD_STS_OK == afpacket_setup_SendThread(pHandle))
{
Result = afpacket_get_startup_link_param(pHandle, pHwParam);
if(EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{ pHwParam->MACAddress = pHandle->interfaceMacAdr; }
}
return Result;
}

In the function ‘afpacket_recv’, which checks if a frame was received, and if so returns its
data, we adapted the method for the QNX RTOS system. In a do-while loop, we check the packet
for errors(e.g.receive packet pointer is set to NULL pointer, if the read process works properly, if
the buffer is in the parameters), we read the packet, update the packets’ statistics and copy the
data from the receive buffer, if the MAC address is known. Then we will take the next packet from
the buffer, aligned with the macro function BPF_WORDALIGN.
LSA_RESULT afpacket_recv ( LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE pLLManagement, EDD_UPPER_MEM_PTR_TYPE
*pBufferAddr,
EDDS_LOCAL_MEM_U32_PTR_TYPE pLength, EDDS_LOCAL_MEM_U32_PTR_TYPE pPortID) 5
4
The function is truncated here, due to size constraints. The entire function’s source code is available at the end of this
document(see reference nr.4).
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{
AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle = (AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE) pLLManagement;
LSA_RESULT Result = EDD_STS_OK; *pBufferAddr = NULL; *pLength = 0; *pPortID = 1; // only one Port supported
LSA_INT32 read_bytes = -1; LSA_BOOL recv_again; char* bpf_frame= NULL; char* p = NULL;
do {
recv_again = LSA_FALSE;
if(0 == pHandle->pRecvPacket){
if( (read_bytes = read(pHandle->sockfd, bpf_buffer, buffer_len)) > 0){
char* p = (char*)bpf_buffer;
while(p < ((char*)bpf_buffer + read_bytes)){
recv_again = LSA_FALSE;
Handle->pRecvPacket = (struct bpf_hdr*)p;
pHandle->afpacket.tmpRecvBuffer = ((LSA_UINT8*)pHandle->pRecvPacket + pHandle->pRecvPacket->bh_hdrlen);
*pBufferAddr = pHandle->pRecvBuffer;
if(0 != *pBufferAddr){
// length of frame data
*pLength = pHandle->pRecvPacket->bh_caplen;
if( EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH < *pLength ){
pHandle->RxDropCnt++;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_02(pHandle->TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_NOTE_HIGH,"afpacket_recv(): frame with
len=%u dropped (overall=%u).", *pLength, pHandle->RxDropCnt);
recv_again = LSA_TRUE;
} else {
EDDS_MEMCOPY_UPPER(*pBufferAddr, pHandle->afpacket.tmpRecvBuffer, *pLength);
// check if frame has an unknown destination addr
if(afpacket_destinationIsUnknownUCMac(pHandle,(LSA_UINT8*)pHandle->pRecvBuffer)){
Handle->RxDropCnt++;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_NOTE_HIGH,"afpacket_recv(): frame with
unknown unicast destination dropped.");
recv_again = LSA_TRUE;
} else {
if(!recv_again){
pHandle->pRecvBuffer = 0;}
}
}
}
/// no frames in buffer
if(!recv_again){
pHandle->pRecvPacket = 0;
p = 0;
break;};
p += BPF_WORDALIGN(pHandle->pRecvPacket->bh_hdrlen + pHandle->pRecvPacket->bh_caplen);
}
}
} while(recv_again);
if ( Result != (EDD_STS_OK_NO_DATA) || Result!=(EDD_STS_OK) )
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"OUT:afpacket_recv() Error= Result: 0x%X",
Result);
}
LSA_UINT8* pMac_t; LSA_UINT32 i; EDD_MAC_ADR_TYPE dstMac;
//received a good frame: handle sw statistics:
pMac_t = (LSA_UINT8*) *pBufferAddr;
for(i=0;i<EDD_MAC_ADDR_SIZE;++i)
{
dstMac.MacAdr[i] = *pMac_t;
++pMac_t;
}
if(0x1 == (0x1 & dstMac.MacAdr[0]))
{
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InNUcastPkts;
5
The function is truncated here, due to size constraints. The entire function’s source code is available at the end of this
document(see reference nr.5).
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if(afpacket_IsBcstMac(dstMac))
{
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InBroadcastPkts;
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCBroadcastPkts;
}
else
{
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InMulticastPkts;
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCMulticastPkts;
}
}
else
{
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InUcastPkts;
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCUcastPkts;
}
pHandle->LL_Stats.InOctets += *pLength;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCOctets += *pLength;
}
free(p);
p= NULL;
return Result;
}

In the function ‘afpacket_SendThread’, which feeds the afpacket driver with send packets,
we adapted the implementation for our operating system, as shown in the following lines of code.
static void* afpacket_SendThread(LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE pLLManagement) 6
{
AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle = (AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE)pLLManagement;
int Length; int waitResult; int ret_value = 0;
EDD_UPPER_MEM_PTR_TYPE pBufferAddr;
LSA_BOOL countSentPackets = LSA_FALSE;
pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.alive = LSA_TRUE;
/*inform thread creator that the thread has started*/
if(0 != sem_post(&pHandle->afpacket.pBarrier))
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_SendThread: could not set
event"); }
// set aliveness of each thread to false, which means that the thread should exit
while (pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.alive)
{
waitResult = sem_wait(&pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.hSem);
if (0 != waitResult)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_SendThread:
WaitForSingleObject Event failed");
}
while (EDD_STS_OK == afpacket_sendQueueReadLast(pHandle, (LSA_UINT8**) &pBufferAddr, &Length))
{
if (!pHandle->linkState)
{
/// without link we must also incr sentPackets to put the RQB back
countSentPackets = LSA_TRUE;
ret_value = afpacket_sendQueueRemoveLast(pHandle);
}
else if (-1 != write(pHandle->sockfd, pBufferAddr, Length))
{
6

The function is truncated here, due to size constraints. The entire function’s source code is available at the end of this
document(see reference nr.6).
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countSentPackets = LSA_TRUE;
ret_value = afpacket_sendQueueRemoveLast(pHandle);
}
else
{
if(errno != ENETDOWN)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "afpacket_SendThread: could not
send frames Error: 0x%X", errno);
} else {
countSentPackets = LSA_FALSE;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT, "afpacket_SendThread: Network
interface down");
}
}
if (countSentPackets){// lock mutex
ret_value = pthread_mutex_lock(&pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.hMutex);
if (ret_value == 0){ /// do critical work
++pHandle->afpacket.sentPackets;
/// release mutex
ret_value = pthread_mutex_unlock(&pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.hMutex);
countSentPackets = LSA_FALSE;
}
}
}
return NULL;
}

In the function ‘afpacket_get_connect_status’, which get the status and other details about
the interface, we modified the implementation to match the QNX network interface. First, we set
the name of the interface with the name given by the handler, then we create a Datagram socket
and get the interface flags in order to check if the interface is connected. For our Datagram socket
we get a media interface, in order to check the connection details(e.g. full-duplex/half-duplex,
speed).
LSA_RESULT afpacket_get_connect_status(AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle,
AFPACKET_LL_LINK_STAT *linkStat) 7
{
LSA_RESULT Result = EDD_STS_OK; struct ifmediareq ifm;
(void)memset(&ifm, 0, sizeof(ifm));
(void)strncpy(ifm.ifm_name, pHandle->ifr.ifr_name, sizeof(ifm.ifm_name));
int s = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);
ioctl(s, SIOCGIFFLAGS, &pHandle->ifr); //get interface flags and check if interface is up
//phy power is "on" when interface flag IFF_UP and IFF_RUNNING are set
linkStat->MediaState = ((pHandle->ifr.ifr_flags & (IFF_UP | IFF_RUNNING)) == (IFF_UP | IFF_RUNNING)) ?
AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_CONNECTED :
AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_DISCONNECTED;
linkStat->LinkStat.Status = (AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_DISCONNECTED == linkStat->MediaState) ?
EDD_LINK_DOWN : EDD_LINK_UP;
linkStat->LinkSpeedModeConfigured = EDD_LINK_AUTONEG;//autonegotiate connection parameters
ioctl(s, SIOCGIFMEDIA, (void*)&ifm) ; //get media interface
linkStat->PortStatus = EDD_PORT_PRESENT;
linkStat->MediaType = EDD_MEDIATYPE_COPPER_CABLE; // only copper for our system
if (0 != ifm.ifm_active){ //take network parameters for autonegotiate
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_10_T | IFM_FDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_10_T | IFM_FDX))
{
7

The function is truncated here, due to size constraints. The entire function’s source code is available at the end of this
document(see reference nr.7).
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linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_10BASETFD;
}
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_10_T | IFM_HDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_10_T | IFM_HDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_10BASET;
}
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_100_TX | IFM_HDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_100_TX | IFM_HDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_100BASETX;
}
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_100_TX | IFM_FDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_100_TX | IFM_FDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_100BASETXFD;
}
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_1000_T | IFM_FDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_1000_T | IFM_FDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_1000BASETFD;
}
}
if (linkStat->MediaState == AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_CONNECTED){ //check network half/full duplex
if((ifm.ifm_active & IFM_HDX) == IFM_HDX)
{ linkStat->LinkStat.Mode = EDD_LINK_MODE_HALF; }
if((ifm.ifm_active & IFM_FDX) == IFM_FDX)
{ linkStat->LinkStat.Mode = EDD_LINK_MODE_FULL; }
else{
linkStat->LinkStat.Mode = EDD_LINK_UNKNOWN;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_get_connect_status: Can
not find if IFM_HDX/IFM_FDX ");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
}
return (Result);
}

5.3 QNX vs Linux RTOS in medical devices
This chapter presents the advantages and disadvantages of using QNX or Linux real-time
operating system, taking into account the requirements for the medical industry, and is based on
[MA10][QVP][MD18][UGES][MDSS][UGTR][UGTF][QSSC][MDOS].
A Linux monolithic kernel has its advantages in terms of performance, because process
scheduling, memory management and file management run in a process at the same address
space. Besides, the entire Linux operating system is a single binary file, which will normally run
faster than a microkernel.[UGTR]
However, during the last years, statistics from Embedded Market Forecasters(EMF) show
that self-made real-time operating system ends up worse than any commercial real-time operating
system. They researched the market and observed that exist countable factors that can help to
choose the proper RTOS for medical devices. The most notable factors are the time to market,
how close is the final product to the initial planned design, and how well the industry safety
certifications are fulfilled. Each of these factors can produce severe damages or even the collapse
to the company, if not considered properly.
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Besides, software safety and security is one of the most important characteristic for
medical devices, because medical authorities are making the manufacturer responsible for these
characteristics for the entire life-cycle of the product.
In the operating systems field, some real-time operating systems are better than others in
keeping developers on time, within budget and providing the necessary safety required by the
medical authorities. Medical device safety, including cybersecurity, is a hot topic for the medical
industry.
The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA), but also the European Medical
Device Regulation(MDR), requires to deliver software update for critical security patches, but also
details about the safety of the software. Therefore, the device owners will receive information in
order to manage well the products with security vulnerabilities. These organizations make
responsible the medical device maker for the validation of all design changes, including
cybersecurity testing. Embedded systems security aims to prevent malicious access to and use of
embedded systems.[UGES]
The cyberattacks will grow, because the medical equipment becomes more connected to
other technologies. For most of the medical devices which does not require IEC 62304 safety
certification, Linux was the first choice for an operating system. The IEC 62304 was created more
than a decade ago, and the requirements for medical devices are evolving, determining the
manufacturers to keep up with the changing requirements.
The QNX RTOS is shipped with independent third-party certification of compliance to IEC
62304 Class C standard, required for applications where death or serious injury can be produced,
thus reducing the load from the developers, with respect to certification process.
Unfortunately, Linux is undesirable for certified medical devices, as we saw in the second
chapter, due to the huge amount of effort and money invested, determined by testing, delayed
time to market, use of Linux OS experts, and the challenges associated with the IEC 62304 safety
certification as well as security vulnerabilities.
QNX has many security features at the level of the operating system, but also provides
Over-The-Air(OTA) software updates designed for embedded systems and battery-operated
devices.(first company in the world to develop a secure OTA system). Furthermore, a secure
supply chain, managed PKI authentication, certified encryption, and cybersecurity services
ensure a solid basis for a secure system.
QNX philosophy for safety and security can be best demonstrated with an example.
First, we need to identify a safety hazard in the device, such as for example a process exceeds
the allocated time to return a result. We need to evaluate all the components in the system that
could cause such a problem, and for example check the power unit of the hardware for
malfunctions caused by the receiving command.
Furthermore, we can consider that a logical error is happening during the execution of
our process, or analyze the response from the operating system, as a cause for the problem.
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We can also verify if another process is interfering with our process, and cause the
delay[MDSS]. Safety requirements are the responses to the above mentioned problems and any
other related hazard that can produce similar problems. For example, for the power unit, we
must ensure that the failure probability is under a standard threshold. Furthermore, we must
analyze the design of the process, and ensure that is without errors, and that our process is not
interfered with another process.
The requirement that a process must not interfere with another process, imposes various
constraints for the operating-system, such as: run-time isolation from errors in other
components, memory protection to prevent application code writing to the operating-system’s
exclusive memory and operating-system protection against improper function calls. QNX
provides CPU time partitions, to limit CPU usage from misbehaved applications and to allow
more time to critical applications. Beside that, the microkernel architecture divides critical
operating-system components into their own protected memory partitions, reducing the attack
surface. [QSSC]
Functional safety occupies an important place in the overall safety of a system, thus
ensuring the proper operation in response to its inputs, and failing in predictable way is
important. QNX places functional safety as high priority, being certified to ISO 26262 ASILD(Automotive), IEC 61508 SIL3(Industrial), IEC 62304 Class C (Medical), EN 50128(Railway)
and IEC 61513(Nuclear).
Functional safety products are certificated by an established institution(TUV Rheinland),
after rigorous verifications, such as fault-injection tests. QNX’ functional strategy takes into
account every aspect related to safety, improving safety artifacts, growing board support
package certification, embracing heterogenous computing and offering helpful recommendations
and safety concepts to customers.[QSCC]
Common vulnerabilities and exposure statistics, related to software security, are stored
in the National Vulnerability Database(NVD). Comparing the QNX and Linux operating systems
in terms of security, we can observe a big gap between the two systems.
QNX offers a layered approach to security, with various options to restrict the access of a
process, incorporated such that the performance of the system is not affected. Thus, QNX
reduces the cost and risk of developing a certified medical device program, while shorting the time
to market. Penetrating a device communication network can put customers, patients and the
manufacturer at risk. QNX provides efficient ways to mitigate this problem, requiring the network
traffic to be authenticated(e.g.via client certificates) and encrypted with rolling keys.
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Figure 16. Vulnerabilities per year, for QNX

Figure 17. Vulnerabilities per year, for Linux

From these charts, we can make a conclusion. Because Linux is an open source project, there
are a lot of vulnerabilities exploited, due to the bad design and easy to use software components.
For a system that uses software of unknown provenience(SOUP), such as Linux, safety
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certification is a huge challenge. Furthermore, medical devices need to boot up fast, be reliable,
and to ensure that the high-priority application is running first and deterministic[MDOS]. Errors in a
medical device can cost lives. Scheduling or prioritizing critical functions in a monolithic kernel is
difficult, and a problem with a driver or application can crash the entire system, minimizing
reliability and causing dangerous situations for the patient.
On the other side, QNX is reliable with its microkernel architecture, being multi-core and
POSIX compliant for building safety-critical interconnected embedded systems, with a lot of
development support. Class C medical devices, which are critical for the life of a patient, must run
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Statistics always tell a story, and as we saw in the charts above, QNX is more reliable and
safe than Linux, and this is also attested by the fact that seven of the top eight medical device
manufacturers use QNX for critical medical devices, in more than 50 different medical systems,
including blood diagnostics, ultrasound imaging, infusion delivery, heart monitoring, resuscitation
and robotic surgery. Furthermore, Siemens migrated all previous Linux-CCOM devices to QNX
RTOS, due to its reliability, safety and medical certifications.

5.4 Resulted advantage from the porting process
Overall the performance is rather similar between the two systems, and was pointless to measure
the difference with this respect. However, other software characteristics were considered when we
took into account the possibility to port the system to QNX real-time operating system. In this
chapter we will present the resulted advantages gained for our medical device due to the porting
process.
Functional safety actively prevents the failure of a system from causing harm to people
and property, mitigating the unreasonable risks produced by the faulty behaviour of the device.
Thus, functional safety manage in a safe manner the software and operator errors, but also the
hardware and environmental problems. QNX’ functional safety design is an active system, used in
million of medical devices, including life-critical systems. Porting to QNX will result in a safer
medical device, because of its core strategy for safety design. Linux’ operating system code is for
free, but not usable for specific embedded products like medical devices, without the costly and
difficult to find engineering expertise in the safety-critical medical field. On the other side, porting
to QNX we gained the advantage of having available the support from QNX experts with a long
history in the field of medical certifications.
Let us introduce some definitions. Dependability is the ability of the system to respond
correctly to events in a timely manner, for as long as required. Availability is the capacity of a
system to respond to requests in a predefined time. Reliability on the other side, represents the
system’s capability to respond properly to requests. Thus, dependability is a combination of
availability and reliability.
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Linux has all the device drivers and other subsystems in the same address space with the
operating system kernel. Developing these components requires kernel tools(which are difficult to
use), kernel rebuilds(time-consuming) and kernel programmers(expensive). Porting to QNX
operating system, we will have a more reliable device, because each part of the system is
separated in its own space, and we can develop our product without special debuggers, tools or
Linux OS experts. Thus, we can customize our real-time operating system, function of the needs
of our product, without taking into account millions of lines of code for the entire kernel, but just
the code related to our device from the isolated part of the system. Using QNX as RTOS, will
allow us to use software components that are designed specific for the embedded systems and
that are well tested and certified. Thus, we will not use time and money solving low-level kernel
issues, but work just on our product.

Furthermore, QNX being POSIX-compliant, allowed me to

preserve the structure of the Linux code but also the development environment(e.g.tools like GNU
Compiler Collection), reducing the overall costs.
The software productivity is defined as the ratio between functional value of the software
produced, to the labour and expense of producing it. Because we have ported our system to
QNX, where the updates, safety certifications, and other OS-related problems are solved by the
operating system, but we also preserved a POSIX environment, our focus can go solely to the
development of the features for our medical device, thus increasing productivity.
Safety certification of an embedded system can take a year or more and cost millions of
euros. Yet as many as 60% of products that company attempt to certify fail to pass it. The money
and time spent is very important. QNX has a certification rate of almost 100% for industries like
automotive, medical, robotics, rail and nuclear. Thus, porting to QNX lowers the risk, cost and
time for the certification, making our product more suitable for the medical market. The safetycertification process is more complex, time-consuming and expensive with an open-source
operating system. With the porting process to QNX, we are supported in our goal to obtain a safe
device, having an OS that traces all code and updates back to source origin and specific commits.
Another advantage that we get porting to QNX, is that now we have a deterministic microkernel
operating system, such that different functions can run in separate and isolated memory-protected
space and high priority functions will get the memory and processor access they need to deliver in
time always. The reliability gained from our porting process to QNX is very important for medical
devices, where a single error in a driver can cause a kernel fault and crash the entire system.
QNX has the ability to upgrade or restart the faulty component, without a reboot, which is
critical in this industry(QNX has less than five minutes downtime per year). The fast recovery time
from a faulty state, is another advantage of using QNX as RTOS for a medical device.[WHITP1]
As the amount of software grows in the embedded device, so does the attack surface for
cyberatacks. With QNX we gained security, because it provides layered security and the attack
surface is smaller due to its microkernel architecture.
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5.5 Testing the Profinet communication
Trying to test the communication, we realized that we can not interpose an additional device
between the CCOM and F-CPU communication nodes, thus we searched for a tool to work on the
CCOM, and we found tcpdump. We need to open a terminal and give the command “telnet
192.168.1.2”(e.g.the IP of CCOM), and log in as root.

Figure 18. The configuration of PnDriver

Then we go to the folder “/hd/tmp”, and start the Profinet Driver giving the command
“./PNDV22.exe -f ./PND_IPC427E.xml”, where PND_IPC427E.xml is the configuration file, located
in the same folder. Then we select from the Menu displayed the option “2-SERV_CP_STARTUP”,
to start all internal tasks and to configure PNIO Stack. The interfaces discovered after the
configuration process, will be presented, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 19. Interfaces discovered after configuration

Afterward, we need to select the first available network adapter and then we proceed selecting “5Open Controller” from the Menu, to register the Profinet Driver as IO-Controller and all callback
functions for setting the mode and the diagnostic request. Then we will select “9-PNIO
MODE_OPERATE”, in order to change the controller after the configuration procedure, to
operate-mode.

Figure 20. Controller in “MODE_OPERATE” mode
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To verify the communication between the CCOM and F-CPU device, we select “16-IO Data
Read/Write” from the displayed menu, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 21. Selecting to read or write the data
First, we check if the read performs well. The first three bytes(0,1 and 2) are predefined for test
purposes with the values 0x01, 0x02 and 0x03 respectively. So we select PNIO_data_read(“2”)
and we test one by one all three bytes and check if the values match.

Figure 22. Read check
Now that we checked the read operation and it works as expected, we will test for write, selecting
PNIO_data_write(“1”). From the available bytes(ranging from 0 to 2), we write 0xBE at address 0,
and 0xEF at address 1, and we select the status “0”, to flag that the status is “GOOD”. We expect
to see these two bytes in our output package.
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Figure 23. Writing 0xEF to F-CPU
To see the data exchange between F-CPU and CCOM, we use on our CCOM device, the
Tcpdump(as root). Tcpdump is a command line utility, which captures and analyzes network
packets transmitted or received going through the computer. Tcpdump is a feature-rich application,
which can be used to solve network issues or as a security tool, and can run on remote
systems[TCP].
With the command “tcpdump -i(interface to list) wm0(our interface) -X(to print the data of
the packet in Hex/Ascii) ”, we can see printed on the screen the information needed to test the
filter and the communication between the devices. Displayed on the screen, we can see that the
CCOM(MAC: 00:1b:1b:f4:c2cc) wrote at the corresponding place(bytes 0 and 1) the hexadecimal
values 0xBE and 0xEF.

Figure 24. Checking if the write is functioning properly
We also used the “tcpdump -w(write to file) wm0.pcap -i wm0” command, to save a file in a ‘.pcap’
format, such that we can use it in Wireshark, to check for the protocol details of the cyclic
transmission between F-CPU and CCOM. Below is presented one of the screenshots from
Wireshark, used in order to check the communication details and the protocols used by the
Profinet. The IP addresses were removed for security reasons from the captures. We can observe
different protocols used by the Profinet in order to establish the communication. For TCP
communication, the IP address is used by the FCPU and CCOM. Then we observe that for
Profinet Real-Time data exchange(PN-RT), the MAC address of the devices is order to transfer
the packets between the two devices.
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Figure 25. Wireshark displays communication details between CCOM and FCPU
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Outlook
Today, medical equipment and devices are more sophisticated than ever. With so many fast
evolving and connected medical technologies, the need for secure and safety devices is
increased. The security and safety of a device starts from the underlying operating system, which
represents the interaction medium between hardware and application. Even though many
commercial real time operating systems are designed and tailored for most of the platforms, it is
weird that some developers prefer to struggle modifying and using the Linux operating system, in
such sensible areas as critical medical devices. Statistics during the last years show that a selfmade real-time operating system in comparison to a commercial RTOS, has many drawbacks
such as the late time to market, overall unplanned extra time and cost spent, but more important,
the final product has less features than the initial planned product. The medical device market
shows that there exist countable factors that can help to choose the proper RTOS for medical
devices. Most important is the time to market, but also how close is the final product to the initial
design, and how the medical certifications are fulfilled. Each of these factors can produce severe
damages or even the collapse to any company. Real-time operating systems are crucial to the
effective functionality of a medical device. Selecting the right one is a decision that requires
consideration before you start to develop your application.[MA10]
In this work we saw the important factors that can affect a medical device, the
requirements from the medical authorities, the fine details in choosing a real-time operating
system, and what are the advantages and disadvantages for a commercial and an open-source
operating system. Furthermore, we presented the porting process, from open-source
RTOS(Linux) to the QNX commercial variant, and how this impacted the overall quality of the final
product. We also introduced some technical subjects, such as: operating systems, Profinet,
network sockets, and we compared the total ownership cost for Linux and QNX. Because of the
limited time and scope of this work, we didn’t implement a QNX resource manager to access the
Profinet data of the PN Driver, but it will be considered for further research.
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Appendix
⑴
LSA_VOID EPS_APP_INIT(LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE hSys, EPS_HW_INFO_PTR_TYPE pEpsHw)
{
#if ((EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_X86) || (EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_WINDOWS_X86) || (EPS_PLF ==
EPS_PLF_LINUX_IOT2000) || (EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1))
EPS_SHM_INSTALL_ARGS_TYPE NoShmDrvArgs;
#if ((EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1) && (EPS_CFG_USE_HIF_LD == 1 || EPS_CFG_USE_HIF_HD == 1))
EPS_SHM_INSTALL_ARGS_TYPE ShmArgs;
#endif
#if ((EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_X86) || (EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1) || (EPS_PLF ==
EPS_PLF_LINUX_IOT2000))
eps_plf_install_exc_handler(); /*installs signal handler needed for using signals in Linux! */
#endif
#if(EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1)
{
//lock memory for future mmap operations @see EPS_PLF_MAP_MEMORY
LSA_INT retVal = mlockall(MCL_CURRENT | MCL_FUTURE);
EPS_ASSERT(retVal == 0);
}
#endif
NoShmDrvArgs.pAppReadyCbf
= eps_plf_eps_appready;
NoShmDrvArgs.pAppShutdownCbf = eps_plf_eps_appshutdown;
#if ((EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1) && (EPS_CFG_USE_HIF_LD == 1 || EPS_CFG_USE_HIF_HD == 1))
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.bUseInitLogLevels = LSA_FALSE;
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.pInitLogLevels = LSA_NULL;
#else
PNIO_DEBUG_SETTINGS_PTR_TYPE DebugSetting = (PNIO_DEBUG_SETTINGS_PTR_TYPE)hSys;
g_DebugSetting = *(PNIO_DEBUG_SETTINGS_PTR_TYPE)hSys;
if(DebugSetting->CbfPntrcBufferFull != LSA_NULL)
{
pntrc_set_log_levels_from_components(InitLogLevels, DebugSetting->TraceLevels,
PNIO_TRACE_COMP_NUM);
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.pInitLogLevels
= &InitLogLevels[0];
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.bUseInitLogLevels = LSA_TRUE;
}
else
{
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.bUseInitLogLevels = LSA_FALSE;
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.pInitLogLevels
= LSA_NULL;
}
#endif
NoShmDrvArgs.pTraceBufferFullCbf= eps_plf_trace_buffer_full;
NoShmDrvArgs.sPntrcParam.bIsTopMostCPU= LSA_TRUE;
/* Install drivers */
eps_noshmdrv_install(&NoShmDrvArgs); /* Install EPS Shortcut driver*/
eps_hif_short_drv_install();
/* Install HIF Shortcut driver*/
#if ((EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_WINDOWS_X86) || (EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_X86)) &&
defined(PND_CFG_BASIC_VARIANT)
eps_ipc_pndevdrv_drv_install(); /* Install PnDevDrv IPC driver */
eps_hif_universal_drv_install();
eps_hif_ipcsiedma_drv_install(); /* HIF IPC Driver uses PnDevDrv IPC driver */
#endif
#if ((EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1) && (EPS_CFG_USE_HIF_LD == 1 || EPS_CFG_USE_HIF_HD == 1))
ShmArgs.sPntrcParam.bIsTopMostCPU
= LSA_FALSE;
ShmArgs.sPntrcParam.bUseInitLogLevels = LSA_TRUE; /* the LogLevels are in eps_LogLevel-array */
ShmArgs.sPntrcParam.pInitLogLevels
= InitLogLevels;
eps_ipc_linux_soc_drv_install(); /* Install Linux Soc IPC driver */
eps_hif_universal_drv_install(); /* Universal Hif Driver */
eps_hif_ipcsiedma_drv_install(); /* HIF IPC Driver uses Linux Soc IPC driver */
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eps_pncoredrv_install(&ShmArgs); /* PnCore Driver for Upper Shared Mem Interface */
#endif
EPS_ASSERT(pEpsHw != LSA_NULL);
/* Init Hw structure*/
eps_memset(pEpsHw, 0, sizeof(*pEpsHw));
#if(EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1)
pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.lSize= 0x1F00000; /*Size of local mem used by PN Driver*/
#else
pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.lSize= 0x4000000; /*Size of local mem used by PN Driver*/
#endif
pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.pBase= (LSA_UINT8*)malloc(pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.lSize);
/* When using eps_stdmacdrv_install() you need to provide the physical address of the local mem */
pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.uPhyAddr= (LSA_UINT32)pEpsHw->LocalMemPool.pBase;
/* Fast Memory */
pEpsHw->FastMemPool.uPhyAddr= 0x00000000; /* No Specialized Fast Mem Used */
pEpsHw->FastMemPool.pBase= 0x00000000; /* Take Fast Mem From Local Mem */
pEpsHw->FastMemPool.lSize= 0x10000;
/* Local Memory */
/* For Pntrc */
if (PNIO_RET_OK != pnd_alloc_critical_section(&trc_lock, PNIO_FALSE))
{
EPS_FATAL("Sema is not allocated");
}
#else
EPS_FATAL("Not supported PLF type.");
#endif
#ifdef EPS_CFG_USE_PNDEVDRV
//check if application is started using sudo
if (geteuid() != 0)
{
EPS_FATAL("The application must be started with superuser permissions!");
}
else
{
eps_pndevdrv_install();
}
#endif

⑵
static LSA_UINT16 eps_tasks_start_thread_internal( EPS_THREAD_PTR_TYPE const pThread )
{
LSA_INT ret_val;
struct sched_param th_param;
pthread_attr_t th_attr;
cpu_set_t executiveCore;
char thread_name_id[100];
if (eps_strlen((LSA_UINT8 *)pThread->pName) > EPS_TASKS_MAX_THREAD_NAME_SIZE)
{
EPS_FATAL("eps_tasks_start_thread_internal(): Threadname is too long!");
}
// Init Sync event if needed
if (pThread->Startup.bWaitTillStarted)
{
ret_val = eps_alloc_event(&pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == LSA_RET_OK);
}
pThread->eState = eThStarting;
// Init thread attributes
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_INIT(&th_attr);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
// Enable explicitly to set individual scheduling parameters
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETINHERITSCHED(&th_attr,PTHREAD_EXPLICIT_SCHED);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
// Set scheduling policy and priority
switch (pThread->eSchedType)
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{
case eSchedFifo:
{
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPOLICY(&th_attr, SCHED_FIFO);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
th_param.sched_priority = pThread->Prio;
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPARAM(&th_attr, &th_param);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
break;
}
case eSchedRR:
{
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPOLICY(&th_attr, SCHED_RR);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
th_param.sched_priority = pThread->Prio;
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPARAM(&th_attr, &th_param);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
break;
}
case eSchedOther:
default:
{
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPOLICY(&th_attr,
SCHED_OTHER);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
th_param.sched_priority = 0;
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSCHEDPARAM(&th_attr, &th_param);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
break;
}
}
// Set stack and stack size
#ifdef EPS_CFG_USE_LOCAL_STACK_FOR_THREADS
pThread->pStack = (LSA_UINT8*)eps_mem_alloc( pThread->uStackSize,
LSA_COMP_ID_PNBOARDS, PSI_MTYPE_IGNORE );
EPS_ASSERT(pThread->pStack != NULL);
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSTACK(&th_attr, pThread->pStack, pThread->uStackSize);
#else
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETSTACKSIZE(&th_attr, pThread>uStackSize);
#endif
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
#if ((EPS_CFG_USE_STATISTICS == 1) && (EPS_PLF != EPS_PLF_WINDOWS_X86))
if ( pThread->pStack != 0 )
{
LSA_UINT32 retValStats;
retValStats = eps_statistics_stack_register(pThread->pName, pThread->uStackSize, pThread->pStack);
EPS_ASSERT(LSA_RET_OK == retValStats);
}
#endif
#if ((EPS_PLF != EPS_PLF_LINUX_X86) && (EPS_PLF != EPS_PLF_LINUX_IOT2000) && (EPS_PLF !=
EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1))
/* Set name -> in Linux pthread_setname_np is used (after thread was created) see below */
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETNAME(&th_attr, pThread->pName);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
#endif
// set Corecd test
CPU_ZERO(&executiveCore);
CPU_SET(pThread->elogicalCPU, &executiveCore);
#if ((EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_X86) || (EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_IOT2000) || (EPS_PLF ==
EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1))
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETCPUAFFINITY(&th_attr, sizeof(executiveCore)
,&executiveCore);
#else
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_SETCPUAFFINITY(&th_attr,
&executiveCore);
#endif
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EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
// Set argument to the task data structure used for creation
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_CREATE(&(pThread->hOsHandle), &th_attr,
eps_tasks_thread_proc_internal, pThread);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
ret_val = eps_sprintf((LSA_UINT8*)thread_name_id, "Name: %s ID: %d", pThread->pName, pThread
->hOsHandle);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val != -1);
EPS_SYSTEM_TRACE_STRING(0, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_NOTE_HIGH,
"eps_tasks_start_thread_internal(): Started Thread(%s)", thread_name_id);
#if ((EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_X86) || (EPS_PLF == EPS_PLF_LINUX_IOT2000) || (EPS_PLF ==
EPS_PLF_LINUX_SOC1))
/* Set name pthread_attr_setname not supported, use pthread_setname_np instead*/
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_SETNAME_NP(pThread->hOsHandle, pThread- >pName);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
#endif
// Wait for sync event if needed
if (pThread->Startup.bWaitTillStarted)
{
LSA_RESPONSE_TYPE retValEvent;
retValEvent = eps_wait_event(pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent,
PSI_EVENT_NO_TIMEOUT);
EPS_ASSERT(LSA_RET_OK == retValEvent);
eps_reset_event(pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent);
ret_val = eps_free_event(pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == LSA_RET_OK);
pThread->Startup.hStartedEvent = 0;
}
ret_val = EPS_POSIX_PTHREAD_ATTR_DESTROY(&th_attr);
EPS_ASSERT(ret_val == 0);
return LSA_RET_OK;
}

⑶
LSA_RESULT afpacket_open(LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE pLLManagement, EDDS_HANDLE hDDB,
EDDS_UPPER_DPB_PTR_TO_CONST_TYPE pDPB, LSA_UINT32 TraceIdx,
EDDS_LOCAL_EDDS_LL_CAPS_PTR_TYPE pCaps )
{
LSA_RESULT Result = EDD_STS_OK;
AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle=(AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE)pLLManagement;
AFPACKET_LL_PARAMETER_PTR_TYPE param = (AFPACKET_LL_PARAMETER_PTR_TYPE) pDPB>pLLParameter;
LSA_UNUSED_ARG(hDDB);
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT, "IN :afpacket_open ()");
pHandle->pRecvPacket = 0;
pHandle->initData = *param;
strcpy(pHandle->ifr.ifr_name, pHandle->initData.ifname);
pHandle->hSysDev = pDPB->hSysDev;
pHandle->TraceIdx = TraceIdx;
pHandle->RxDropCnt = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InOctets = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InNUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutOctets = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutNUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InMulticastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InBroadcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutMulticastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutBroadcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCOctets = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCMulticastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCBroadcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutHCOctets = 0;
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pHandle->LL_Stats.OutHCUcastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutHCMulticastPkts = 0;
pHandle->LL_Stats.OutHCBroadcastPkts = 0;
if (EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH < (EDD_IEEE_FRAME_LENGTH_WITH_CRC + EDD_VLAN_TAG_SIZE))
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_02(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_open: invalid
EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH(%d). Has to be smaller than
EDD_IEEE_FRAME_LENGTH_WITH_CRC+EDD_VLAN_TAG_SIZE(%d)",EDD_FRAME_BU
FFER_LENGTH,(EDD_IEEE_FRAME_LENGTH_WITH_CRC + EDD_VLAN_TAG_SIZE));
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_ABORT;
}
if(EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
/** allocate send packet structure */
EDDS_ALLOC_TX_TRANSFER_BUFFER_MEM(pHandle->hSysDev,
&pHandle->pSendBuffer, EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH);
if (0 == pHandle->pSendBuffer)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_open: cannot allocate pHandle>pSendBuffer");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
}
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
pHandle->afpacket.tmpRecvBuffer = (LSA_UINT8 *) malloc(EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH); //to receive data
memset(pHandle->afpacket.tmpRecvBuffer,0,EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH);
/** allocate receive packet structure */
EDDS_ALLOC_RX_TRANSFER_BUFFER_MEM(pDPB->hSysDev, &pHandle->pRecvBuffer,
EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH);
if (0 == pHandle->pRecvBuffer)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_open: cannot allocate pHandle->pRecvBuffer");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
}
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
/** set caps */
pCaps->HWFeatures = EDDS_LL_CAPS_HWF_PHY_POWER_OFF;
pCaps->PortCnt = AFPACKET_SUPPORTED_PORTS;
pCaps->MaxFrameSize = 1536;
pHandle->linkState = AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_DISCONNECTED;
pHandle->afpacket.sentPackets = 0;
EDDS_ALLOC_LOCAL_MEM(&(pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.pElement),
(pDPB->TxBufferCnt + 1)*(sizeof(*(pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.pElement))));
if (LSA_NULL == pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.pElement)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_open: cannot allocate pHandle->sendQueue.pElement");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
else
{
EDDS_MEMSET_LOCAL((pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.pElement), 0,
(pDPB->TxBufferCnt + 1)*(sizeof(*(pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.pElement))));
pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.index_next = 0;
pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.index_start = 0;
pHandle->afpacket.sendQueue.size = pDPB->TxBufferCnt + 1;
}
}
#ifdef QNX
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
// Get a file descriptor
if ((pHandle->sockfd = open("/dev/bpf", O_RDWR)) < 0)
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{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "afpacket_open: open bpf failed");
pHandle->sockfd = 0;
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
}
#else
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
/** Get a socket pHandle. */
if ((pHandle->sockfd = socket(AF_PACKET, SOCK_RAW, htons(ETH_P_ALL))) < 0)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_open: socket failed");
pHandle->sockfd = 0;
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
}
#endif
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT, "OUT:afpacket_open()");
return Result;
}

⑷
LSA_RESULT afpacket_setup(LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE pLLManagement, EDDS_UPPER_DSB_PTR_TYPE pDSB,
EDDS_LOCAL_LL_HW_PARAM_PTR_TYPE pHwParam)
{
LSA_UINT idx;
LSA_RESULT Result = EDD_STS_OK;
AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle = (AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE) pLLManagement;
int afpacketResp;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT, "IN :afpacket_setup ()");
struct ifreq iface;
strncpy(iface.ifr_name, pHandle->ifr.ifr_name, sizeof(pHandle->ifr.ifr_name));
if( (afpacketResp =ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCSETIF, &iface)) < 0){
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_setup: bind to real interface
failed with 0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
int promiscuous = 1;
if((afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCPROMISC, &promiscuous)) < 0)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "afpacket_setup: afpacket_set_promisc
failed with 0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
pHandle->ifr.ifr_flags |= IFF_PROMISC;
// set immediate: returns on packet arrived instead of when buffer full
int setimmediate = 1;
if( (afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCIMMEDIATE, &setimmediate)) < 0){
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "afpacket_setup: set immediate return
failed with 0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
// disable ethernet header completion by BPF
int hdr_complete = 1;
if( (afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCSHDRCMPLT , &hdr_complete) < 0 )){
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_setup: can't disable header
completion failed with 0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
struct bpf_version version;
if( (afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCVERSION, &version) <0)){
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EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_setup: couldn't version bpf with
0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
}
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
// retrieve internal buffer length
if( (afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCGBLEN, &buffer_len)) == -1) {
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_setup: couldn't get buffer length
with 0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
else{
bpf_buffer = (struct bpf_hdr *) calloc(buffer_len, sizeof(struct bpf_hdr *));
}
}
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
// set BPF filter
if( (afpacketResp = ioctl(pHandle->sockfd, BIOCSETF, &filter)) < 0) {
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_setup: Could not set BPF
filter with 0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
// Put the socket in non-blocking mode:
if((afpacketResp = fcntl(pHandle->sockfd, F_SETFL, fcntl(pHandle->sockfd, F_GETFL) | O_NONBLOCK)) < 0)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_setup:
afpacket_set_non_blocking failed with 0x%x.", afpacketResp);
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
}
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
Result = afpacket_get_connect_status(pHandle, &pHandle->link_stat);
}
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
for(int i=0; i<EDD_MAC_ADDR_SIZE; i++)
{
pHandle->interfaceMacAdr.MacAdr[i] = (LSA_UINT8)pDSB->MACAddress[0].MacAdr[i];
}
if(EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
/** port mac addresses */
for (idx = 1; idx <= AFPACKET_SUPPORTED_PORTS; ++idx)
{
pHandle->portmac[idx - 1] = pDSB->MACAddress[idx];
pHwParam->MACAddressPort[idx - 1] = pHandle->portmac[idx - 1];
}
pHandle->isLinkStateChanged = LSA_FALSE;
pHandle->newPHYPower = EDDS_PHY_POWER_UNCHANGED;
for (idx = 0; idx < AFPACKET_SUPPORTED_PORTS; idx++)
{
pHandle->PortStatus[idx] = EDD_PORT_PRESENT;
}
}
}
/** Setup and start the send thread. */
if (EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
/** get initial phy power status and configured link speed mode */
if (EDD_STS_OK == afpacket_setup_SendThread(pHandle))
{
Result = afpacket_get_startup_link_param(pHandle, pHwParam);
if(EDD_STS_OK == Result)
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{
pHwParam->MACAddress = pHandle->interfaceMacAdr;
}
else
{
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
}
else
{
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
}
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT,"OUT:afpacket_setup() Result=%d", Result);
return Result;
}

⑸
LSA_RESULT afpacket_recv ( LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE pLLManagement, EDD_UPPER_MEM_PTR_TYPE
*pBufferAddr,EDDS_LOCAL_MEM_U32_PTR_TYPE pLength, EDDS_LOCAL_MEM_U32_PTR_TYPE pPortID)
{
AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle = (AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE) pLLManagement;
LSA_RESULT Result = EDD_STS_OK;
*pBufferAddr = NULL;
*pLength = 0;
*pPortID = 1; // only one Port supported
LSA_INT32 read_bytes = -1;
LSA_BOOL recv_again;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT, "IN :afpacket_recv ()");
char* bpf_frame= NULL;
char* p = NULL;
do {
recv_again = LSA_FALSE;
if(0 == pHandle->pRecvPacket){
if( (read_bytes = read(pHandle->sockfd, bpf_buffer, buffer_len)) > 0){
char* p = (char*)bpf_buffer;
while(p < ((char*)bpf_buffer + read_bytes))
{
recv_again = LSA_FALSE;
pHandle->pRecvPacket = (struct bpf_hdr*)p;
pHandle->afpacket.tmpRecvBuffer = ((LSA_UINT8*)pHandle->pRecvPacket + pHandle->pRecvPacket
->bh_hdrlen);//(struct ether_header*)(pHandle->pRecvPacket + pHandle->pRecvPacket->bh_hdrlen);
*pBufferAddr = pHandle->pRecvBuffer;
if(0 != *pBufferAddr)
{
// length of frame data
*pLength = pHandle->pRecvPacket->bh_caplen;
if( EDD_FRAME_BUFFER_LENGTH < *pLength )
{
pHandle->RxDropCnt++;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_02(pHandle->TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_NOTE_HIGH,"afpacket_recv(): frame with
len=%u dropped (overall=%u).", *pLength, pHandle->RxDropCnt);
recv_again = LSA_TRUE;
}
else
{
EDDS_MEMCOPY_UPPER(*pBufferAddr, pHandle->afpacket.tmpRecvBuffer, *pLength);
// check if frame has an unknown destination addr
if(afpacket_destinationIsUnknownUCMac(pHandle,(LSA_UINT8*)pHandle->pRecvBuffer))
{
pHandle->RxDropCnt++;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_NOTE_HIGH,"afpacket_recv(): frame with
unknown unicast destination dropped.");
recv_again = LSA_TRUE;
}
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else
{
// afpacket llif handles packets with following destination mac addresses:
// interface mac
// port mac
//multicast & broadcast mac (will be filtered by edds)
if(!recv_again){
pHandle->pRecvBuffer = 0;
}
}
}
}
// no more frames in buffer
if(!recv_again){
pHandle->pRecvPacket = 0;
p = 0;
break;};
p += BPF_WORDALIGN(pHandle->pRecvPacket->bh_hdrlen + pHandle->pRecvPacket->bh_caplen);
}
}
}
} while(recv_again);
if (EDD_STS_OK_NO_DATA == Result)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT,"OUT :afpacket_recv(), Result:
0x%X, 0x41 means EDD_STS_OK_NO_DATA",Result);
}
if (Result!=(EDD_STS_OK_NO_DATA) || Result!=(EDD_STS_OK) )
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"OUT:afpacket_recv() Error=
Result: 0x%X", Result);
}
if(EDD_STS_OK == Result)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_03(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT,"OUT :afpacket_recv(), Result:
0x%X, pBufferAddr: 0x%X, pLength: %lu",Result, *pBufferAddr, *pLength);
LSA_UINT8* pMac_t;
LSA_UINT32 i;
EDD_MAC_ADR_TYPE dstMac;
// received a good frame: handle sw statistics:
pMac_t = (LSA_UINT8*) *pBufferAddr;
for(i=0;i<EDD_MAC_ADDR_SIZE;++i)
{
dstMac.MacAdr[i] = *pMac_t;
++pMac_t;
}
if(0x1 == (0x1 & dstMac.MacAdr[0]))
{
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InNUcastPkts;
if(afpacket_IsBcstMac(dstMac))
{
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InBroadcastPkts;
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCBroadcastPkts;
}
else
{
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InMulticastPkts;
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCMulticastPkts;
}
}
else
{
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InUcastPkts;
++pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCUcastPkts;
}
pHandle->LL_Stats.InOctets += *pLength;
pHandle->LL_Stats.InHCOctets += *pLength;
}
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free(p);
p = NULL;
return Result;
}

⑹
static void* afpacket_SendThread(LSA_VOID_PTR_TYPE pLLManagement)
{
AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle = (AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE)pLLManagement;
EDD_UPPER_MEM_PTR_TYPE pBufferAddr;
LSA_UINT32 Length;
LSA_INT32 waitResult;
LSA_BOOL countSentPackets = LSA_FALSE;
LSA_INT32 ret_value = 0;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT,"IN: afpacket_SendThread()");
pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.alive = LSA_TRUE;
/** Signaling to the thread creator that the thread has started. */
if(0 != sem_post(&pHandle->afpacket.pBarrier))
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_SendThread: could not set event");
EDDS_FatalError(EDDS_FATAL_ERR_LL,EDDS_MODULE_ID, __LINE__);
}
/*Loop until all set "alive" to false. Means the thread should exit */
while (pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.alive)
{
waitResult = sem_wait(&pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.hSem);
if (0 != waitResult)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_SendThread: WaitForSingleObject Event failed");
EDDS_FatalError(EDDS_FATAL_ERR_LL, EDDS_MODULE_ID, __LINE__);
}
while (EDD_STS_OK == afpacket_sendQueueReadLast(pHandle, (LSA_UINT8**) &pBufferAddr, &Length))
{
if (!pHandle->linkState)
{
//without link we must also incr sentPackets to put the RQB back
countSentPackets = LSA_TRUE;
ret_value = afpacket_sendQueueRemoveLast(pHandle);
}
#ifndef QNX
else if (-1 != send(pHandle->sockfd, pBufferAddr, Length, MSG_DONTWAIT))
#else
else if (-1 != write(pHandle->sockfd, pBufferAddr, Length))
#endif
{
countSentPackets = LSA_TRUE;
ret_value = afpacket_sendQueueRemoveLast(pHandle);
}
else
{
if(errno != ENETDOWN)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_01(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "afpacket_SendThread: could not send
frames Error: 0x%X", errno);
EDDS_FatalError(EDDS_FATAL_ERR_LL, EDDS_MODULE_ID, __LINE__);
}
else{
countSentPackets = LSA_FALSE;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT, "afpacket_SendThread: Network interface
down");
}
}
if (countSentPackets){
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// lock mutex
ret_value = pthread_mutex_lock(&pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.hMutex);
if (ret_value == 0)
{ // do critical work
++pHandle->afpacket.sentPackets;
// release mutex
ret_value = pthread_mutex_unlock(&pHandle->afpacket.thread_data.hMutex);
if (ret_value != 0)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_SendThread: Unlock Mutex Failed");
EDDS_FatalError(EDDS_FATAL_ERR_LL, EDDS_MODULE_ID, __LINE__);
}
}
else{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_SendThread: Lock Mutex Failed");
EDDS_FatalError(EDDS_FATAL_ERR_LL, EDDS_MODULE_ID, __LINE__);
}
countSentPackets = LSA_FALSE;
}
}
}
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_CHAT,"OUT: afpacket_SendThread()");
return NULL;
}

⑺
LSA_RESULT afpacket_get_connect_status(AFPACKET_LL_HANDLE_PTR_TYPE pHandle,
AFPACKET_LL_LINK_STAT *linkStat)
{
LSA_RESULT Result = EDD_STS_OK;
struct ifmediareq ifm;
(void)memset(&ifm, 0, sizeof(ifm));
(void)strncpy(ifm.ifm_name, pHandle->ifr.ifr_name,
sizeof(ifm.ifm_name));
int s = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);
if( ioctl(s, SIOCGIFFLAGS, &pHandle->ifr) < 0)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_get_connect_status:
ioctl(SIOCGIFFLAGS) failed");
linkStat->MediaState = AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_DISCONNECTED;
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
} else{
//phys power "on" if interf flag IFF_UP and IFF_RUNNING
linkStat->MediaState = ((pHandle->ifr.ifr_flags & (IFF_UP | IFF_RUNNING)) == (IFF_UP | IFF_RUNNING)) ?
AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_CONNECTED : AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_DISCONNECTED;
}
linkStat->LinkStat.Status = (AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_DISCONNECTED == linkStat->MediaState) ?
EDD_LINK_DOWN : EDD_LINK_UP;
linkStat->LinkSpeedModeConfigured = EDD_LINK_AUTONEG;
delay(2000);
if( ioctl(s, SIOCGIFMEDIA, (void*)&ifm) < 0)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,"afpacket_get_connect_status:
ioctl(SIOCGIFFLAGS) failed");
linkStat->MediaState = AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_DISCONNECTED;
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_HW;
}
else
{
linkStat->PortStatus = EDD_PORT_PRESENT;
linkStat->MediaType = EDD_MEDIATYPE_COPPER_CABLE;//copper always
if (0 != ifm.ifm_active)
{
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if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_10_T | IFM_FDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_10_T | IFM_FDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_10BASETFD;
}
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_10_T | IFM_HDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_10_T | IFM_HDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_10BASET;
}
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_100_TX | IFM_HDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_100_TX |
IFM_HDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_100BASETX;
}
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_100_TX | IFM_FDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_100_TX |
IFM_FDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_100BASETXFD;
}
if (((IFM_ETHER | IFM_1000_T | IFM_FDX) & ifm.ifm_active) == (IFM_ETHER | IFM_1000_T |
IFM_FDX))
{
linkStat->AutonegCapAdvertised |= EDD_AUTONEG_CAP_1000BASETFD;
}
}
if (linkStat->MediaState == AFPACKET_MEDIASTATE_CONNECTED){
if((ifm.ifm_active & IFM_HDX) == IFM_HDX)
{
linkStat->LinkStat.Mode = EDD_LINK_MODE_HALF;
}
if((ifm.ifm_active & IFM_FDX) == IFM_FDX)
{
linkStat->LinkStat.Mode = EDD_LINK_MODE_FULL;
}
else
{
linkStat->LinkStat.Mode = EDD_LINK_UNKNOWN;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_get_connect_status: Cant find if IFM_HDX/IFM_FDX ");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
}
if (IFM_TYPE(ifm.ifm_active) != IFM_ETHER)
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle>TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_get_connect_status: ifm_active different than IFM_ETHER");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
if ((ifm.ifm_status & IFM_AVALID) && !(ifm.ifm_status & IFM_ACTIVE))
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx,LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_get_connect_status: no carrier");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
int t = IFM_SUBTYPE(ifm.ifm_active);
if(t)
{
switch(t){
case (IFM_10_T):
linkStat->LinkStat.Speed = EDD_LINK_SPEED_10;
linkStat->MAUType = EDDS_LL_MAUTYPE_10BASETFD;
break;
case (IFM_100_TX):
linkStat->LinkStat.Speed = EDD_LINK_SPEED_100;
linkStat->MAUType = EDDS_LL_MAUTYPE_100BASETXFD;
break;
case (IFM_1000_T):
linkStat->LinkStat.Speed = EDD_LINK_SPEED_1000;
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linkStat->MAUType = EDDS_LL_MAUTYPE_1000BASETFD;
break;
case (IFM_10G_T):
linkStat->LinkStat.Speed = EDD_LINK_SPEED_10000;
linkStat->MAUType = EDDS_LL_MAUTYPE_10GBASET;
break;
default:
linkStat->LinkStat.Speed = EDD_LINK_UNKNOWN;
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR,
"afpacket_get_connect_status -> Error: Unknown speed! ");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
}
else
{
EDDS_LL_TRACE_00(pHandle->TraceIdx, LSA_TRACE_LEVEL_ERROR, "afpacket_get_connect_status > Error: speed can not be found ");
Result = EDD_STS_ERR_RESOURCE;
}
}
return (Result);
}
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